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When Canis lupus was listed according to the Endangered Species 
Act in 1973, compliance with the Act demanded the development of a 
recovery plan. One of the areas proposed by the Northern Rocky 
Mountain Wolf Recovery Plan, as a site for possible recovery of 
the Gray Wolf was Yellowstone National Park. In addition to the 
biological and legal questions of the practicality of restoring 
wolves to Yellowstone, government agencies were interested in 
public opinion. 
Park visitors are a constituency which has an obvious vested 
interest; and yet, they are an undefined and unheard political 
voice. This research identifies the constituency by its attitudes 
towards wolves, and the possible effects their return might have 
on the ecosystem and human interests in the Park. A sample of 
1,083 respondents was randomly drawn from campsite and lodging 
registration on two occasions during the summer season. Overnight 
visitors were accessible and assumed to be representative of the 
Park visitor population. 
A brief questionnaire elicited some basic demographic informa­
tion and attitudinal responses to a variety of wolf related 
issues. Findings indicate that a large majority of Park visitors 
would favor a return of wolves to Yellowstone. If natural 
recovery were not feasible, then respondents advised reintroduc-
tion by a margin of three to one. Park visitors did not feel that 
wolf recovery should be subordinated to various human interests, 
even though these interests might be adversely impacted by a 
presence of wolves in the Park. Six to one, Park visitors 
indicated that a presence of wolves would improve the Yellowstone 
experience. The data on every item encourage the restoration of 
wolves to the Park. 
With these data, Park officials are enabled to make responsive 
and equitable decisions. Aesthetic, cultural, legal and ecologi­
cal arguments support wolf reintroduction into Yellowstone. This 
research supplements these arguments with an empirically defined 
public desire for a presence of wolves in the Park. 
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THE FAR SIDE 
Randy and Mark were beginning to 
sense the wolves were up to no good. 
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Natural selection at work 
"Wait a minute! Isnt anyone here a real sheep?" 
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I 
WOLF RECOVERY 
Canis lupus. once a very successful predator in the 
Northern Rockies, has been reduced to near extinction in the 
western United States. It is likely that no more than 
thirty dispersed individuals now utilize this portion of 
their former range (Fischer 1984). 
"For much of human history, the natural world has been 
regarded as something alien and outside, as something 
inferior and inimical, as something to be tamed or trapped, 
to be destroyed or domesticated" (Train 1978). Perhaps the 
wolf's talent as a hunter spurred man's envy; and, perhaps, 
simple competition converted that envy into antipathy. 
Ironically, the closest feral relative of "man's best 
friend" became the long term focus of man's hatred. The 
wolf has always been the exemplar of wilderness, its very 
incarnation. American history has been compelled by a 
fatuous drive to conquer all that is wild, hence the wolf 
became the natural enemy to civilization. 
The "beast of waste and desolation," a title bestowed 
1 
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by noted conservationist, Theodore Roosevelt, adequately 
captures the traditional American perception of the wolf. 
This perception fostered the extirpation of wolves from the 
western United States. Bounties were paid and wolves were 
exploited in the region from the 1850's for over a hundred 
years. 
The long history of negative perception wove a complex 
image blending myth and truth about wolves (Lopez 1978) and, 
in fact, all predators. With no appreciation of the 
integral role played by predators in balancing an ecosystem, 
a deliberate and highly successful war was waged against 
them (Reese 1984). Federal agencies killed 24,000 wolves 
between 1915 and 1941 in the western United States. A 
specific assault on Yellowstone wolves from 1914 to 1926 
resulted in the killing of at least 136 wolves in the Park 
(Weaver 1978). The wolf was simply exterminated from the 
West. 
While the perspective of unabashed hatred has not been 
abandoned, it has been mitigated by the emergence of new 
views—aesthetic, ecologic, humanistic, and ethical—of 
wildlife and wilderness. Reviled and revered, the wolf is 
the target of a wide proliferation of human perceptions and 
attitudes (Kellert 1984). 
"To be concerned about wildlife is to be concerned 
about human life—not in some sentimental sense—but in the 
close-to-home sense that wildlife is a critical part of the 
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life support system upon which human life depends" (Train 
1978). This ecological argument to support concern for 
endangered species is often only an extension of the anthro-
pocentric view of nature which permitted the wolves1 
extermination. Nonetheless, this perspective and utilitar­
ian arguments that justify protection of species diversity 
for the ways in which it might ultimately serve man, are 
radical departures from the historical view of dominion 
which had permitted the wholesale slaughter of predators 
like the wolf. 
Deep-ecologists purport ethical and aesthetic arguments 
to encourage support and protection for endangered species. 
Whether an individual ascribes to protect species diversity 
for the utilitarian options it might provide in the future, 
to ensure environmental quality for future generations, or 
in defense of animals' rights, the public has begun to 
express varied attitudes in support of wolves and other 
wildlife (Kellert 1980, 1984). 
Public sentiment towards the wolf is no longer expres­
sed by a single voice. Wolves may be viewed positively due 
to their size, intelligence, and phylogenic proximity to 
familiar animals and ourselves. Dislike for wolves stems 
from fear of their predatory nature, associations with 
wilderness, and their responsibility for conflict with and 
damage to human pursuits (Kellert 1984). The purpose of 
this paper is not to defend either positive or negative 
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attitudes towards the wolf. It is germane only to note the 
variability of public perceptions about wolves and the 
subsequent impact that it will have on wildlife management 
policy. Wolf recovery in Yellowstone will ultimately 
devolve to a technological or biological issue only in the 
shadow of an emotional, socio-political debate. 
Perhaps the most salient indication of these newly 
emergent public sentiments that have begun to counter 
traditional hatred with sympathy is the Endangered Species 
Act of 1973 (16 U.S.C. §§ 1531-1543). The unilateral war on 
wolves which led to their virtual extinction from the 
western landscape has been slowed and perhaps reversed by 
the environmental statutes of the 1960's and 1970's that 
arose from the broadening of public perceptions of wildlife. 
Despite the existence of surviving viable wolf popula­
tions in Minnesota, Canada and Alaska, Canis lupus irremotus 
has been classified since 1973 as an endangered subspecies 
in the Northern Rockies (the species has listed for the 
lower 48 since 1978). Although the government and wildlife 
biologists concede that today's remnant populations of 
wolves are not characterized by their one-time diversity 
(Goldman 1944), officials have defined local populations as 
significant and endangered thus initiating steps of protec­
tion and recovery. 
The listing of a species, subspecies, or population as 
endangered is only the first step of compliance with the 
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Endangered Species Act. The Act demands both a protection 
for the listed species from adverse actions of federal 
agencies and an affirmative duty to employ procedures that 
will ultimately aid in recovering the species (or popula­
tion) from the conditions that led to its inclusion on the 
endangered species list. 
"\jf In compliance with the Act, a recovery team was commis­
sioned to develop a program for the recovery of the Northern 
Rocky Mountain Wolf. In 1980, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service endorsed the team's proposal to re-establish and 
maintain at least two viable populations of wolves in the ' 
northern Rocky Mountains. The plan proposed only three 
locales in the region where wolf recovery might be feas­
ible. The first area of Glacier National Park extending 
southward along the Continental Divide into Montana's Bob 
Marshall Wilderness complex is quite promising because of 
its proximity to existing wolf populations in Canada. Early 
signs of limited recovery have increased optimism for this 
locale; there are limited pack activities and a litter of 
pups (Ream, et al. 1985). Individual sightings with no pack 
activity describes the second suggested area in central 
Idaho's River of No Return and in the surrounding wilderness 
areas. The final area proposed as a potential for wolf 
recovery is the Greater Yellowstone area centering on the 
Park and stretching into the adjacent wildlands. Although 
there have been no verified sightings of wolves in the Park 
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since before 1980 (Fischer 1984), this area's size, protec­
ted status, and cultural significance warrant its considera­
tion as a recovery site. 
A year-round prey base, proper habitat for denning and 
rendezvous sites, and large land areas with minimal oppor­
tunity for wolf/human interaction are the most important 
biological needs. While each of the three proposed areas 
might potentially support recovering wolf populations, this 
paper will only consider the feasibility of the Greater 
Yellowstone Area as a recovery site. 
In some ways Yellowstone might be the most promising of 
the proposed locales; however, wolf recovery in Yellowstone 
would involve numerous biological considerations. The 
wildlife manager must be assured that an adequate niche will 
exist for the wolf, and that the wolf's reintroduction into 
the Park would not likely induce a chain of events that 
would negatively alter the ecosystem. 
Of all the areas in the public domain, few 
have come closer to maintaining the natural balance in 
the ecosystem than the lands within our National 
Parks. In these areas spectacular wildlife forms— 
predators and large ungulates—can still be readily 
seen and enjoyed by a large segment of the American 
public (Train 1978). 
Admittedly, parks must balance the needs of natural systems 
and the desires of people, a practice that has historically 
had deleterious effects for predators like wolves. Even if 
the biological feasibility of returning wolves to Yellow­
stone is strong, there will be many socio-political ques­
7 
tions to be resolved. 
Are the national parks a proper place for wolf recov-
ery?"^ Their statutory authority mandated in 1916 that 
they maintain the natural elements, including wildlife, for 
generations to come. Because this order was so long ignored 
by predator control programs, the parks seem mandated (by 
their Organic Act as well as the Endangered Species Act) to 
provide for wildlife populations that are as similar as 
possible to the original park populations. 
However, the Park Service is likewise mandated to meet 
the needs and wants of the public. Assessments of the 
public' concerns about volatile management decisions like 
wolf recovery are necessary. Many segments of the American 
population have strong private interests. Some of these 
private interests have found voices in organizations; but 
among the interested groups that remain unheard is the Park 
visitor. The Park visitor is not representative of the 
public at large nor of national political opinion. Nonethe­
less, Park visitors are a large, undefined segment of 
the public that has a very real concern with the management 
policies of national parks. 
This paper will assess Park visitor attitudes about 
wolves and the potential for their recovery in the Park. 
The agencies, not the public, will decide the wolf's fate; 
however, implementation of any program of recovery would be 
facilitated by addressing the concerns of Park users. The 
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survey will address the specific problems that wolves might 
impose on the Park and surrounding areas. 
The research takes the form of a brief questionnaire, 
distributed to a scientifically selected sample of individ­
uals with over-night arrangements in the Park. Admittedly, 
many Park visitors do not stay over night, and, in fact, 
some who do not leave their automobiles during their visit. 
Because of the obvious logistical constraints of time and 
money, the sample does not include these individuals. 
The questionnaire consists of fifteen attitude or 
opinion items that can be reviewed on the basis of responses 
to six demographic questions. To maintain adequate response 
rates the survey instrument is necessarily brief and access­
ible. 
This introductory chapter has established the setting 
and parameters of a specific environmental issue: the 
potential for wolf recovery in Yellowstone. A second 
chapter of exposition is a necessary focus on three central 
contingencies of the question: biological feasibility, 
management concerns, and socio-political implications. 
Chapters 3 and 4 are the sociological research which 
assesses the attitudes and perceptions of park visitors 
about wolves and wolf recovery in Yellowstone. Chapter 3 
outlines the development of the survey instrument, the 
sampling design, and the methodological details. Chapter 4 
then reviews the results and ramifications of the collected 
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data. 
A final concluding chapter addresses the significance 
of this research as an interdisciplinary synthesis. The 
thesis does not purport to develop any thorough policy 
directive, but as it provides an indication of public 
attitudes about wolves, it may be of some management utili­
ty. The thesis stands as an indication of the utility 
of sociological research as a tool in the larger interdisci­
plinary efforts to resolve an environmental dilemma. 
II 
CANIS LUPUS IN YELLOWSTONE? 
Yellowstone National Park includes approximately 3,400 
square miles of broad, forested volcanic plateaus, the high 
country of the Continental Divide. Elevations range from 
5,000 feet near Gardiner to 11,358 feet at Eagle Peak in the 
southeastern corner. Several western rivers begin their 
drainage in this remote country. The colored walls of the 
Yellowstone drainage provided the area with its name. 
Though no tribes lived there permanently, many of the 
northern Native Americans had ventured through the region. 
John Colter and other trappers were the first white men to 
investigate the Yellowstone; their elaborate stories 
precipitated exploratory expeditions. The most detailed of 
these explorations, the Hayden Survey of Yellowstone in 1871 
(Reese 1984), provided Congress the foundation to enact 
legislation creating the world's first national park in 1872 
(16 U.S.C. §§ 2-22). 
Numerous geologic anomalies were primarily responsible 
for the establishment of Yellowstone National Park. 
Original proponents of the preservation could not have 
anticipated the significance of what they were protecting— 
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the heart of the largest intact ecosystem remaining in the 
lower 48 states (Reese 1984). Through the years Americans 
have begun to realize that the biological values of this 
area are at least as great and unusual as the geological 
aspects. This gradual awakening of the Nation's collective 
consciousness will be more fully revealed in the subsequent 
comments on the intrusion of federal authority in natural 
resource law. 
As a national park, Yellowstone management is respons­
ible to the public trust to maintain the natural wonders 
(including wildlife) for the enjoyment of present and 
future generations. Moreover, nearly 90% of the Park's 
total area has been proposed for wilderness designation. 
The administrative complexities this might involve are 
beyond the scope of this paper; Congress has implied every 
intent that the resources within national Parks remain 
protected. 
The unique and extensive elements of the Yellowstone 
area are not limited by the political boundaries. The Park 
is large at 3,400 square miles; however, the surrounding 
national forests and wilderness areas create an ecological 
extension that triples the area of the Park (Reese 1984). 
The portions of national forest that are included are 
governed by a different interpretation of multiple use from 
the Park and wilderness areas. Nonetheless, the existence 
of this extensive area represents an important factor in 
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wolf considerations. 
The Yellowstone area was the first American natural 
area to be selected as a world heritage site. This U.N. 
program identifies areas of outstanding universal value to 
the people of the world due to natural or cultural signifi­
cance. Likewise, Yellowstone was the first area in America 
that was designated a "biosphere reserve"—areas that are 
protected to conserve the genetic materials of the earth's 
life forms to provide maximum global genetic diversity for 
the future. Philosophically and aesthetically, Yellowstone 
National Park is an ideal site for the recovery of the wolf, 
a species of extreme cultural and natural significance. The 
questions of biological feasibility and socio-political 
implications are the remaining points of focus for this 
chapter. 
Biological Feasibility: 
(For a thorough biological life history of Canis lupus 
the reader may wish to refer to Appendix A.) 
'W The contemporary trend in the National Park Service is 
toward "natural" management of wildlife. This noninterfer­
ence policy of natural management is far from a "no manage­
ment" policy. "A basic point to keep in mind is that there 
are very few situations left in which the best management is 
no management at all. Man's manipulation and inadvertent 
interference have altered most natural systems, and inter­
vention to redress past errors is probably necessary more 
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often than not" (Ripley & Lovejoy 1978). Predators are an 
important element of any natural system; management must, 
therefore, be concerned with maintaining or reestablishing 
them in viable populations. 
Wolves were present in the Park historically (Weaver 
1978). The abundance of elk fCervus elaphus), deer fOdo-
coileus hemionus), and moose (Alces alces), should provide 
an adequate prey base for wolves today. Nonetheless, prior 
to the establishment of a wolf recovery project in the 
Park—an area where it could be carefully monitored—assur­
ance of a complete and proper niche for wolves will be 
required. The return of a dominant predator to an ecosystem 
where it has for so long been absent will demand extreme 
care and vigilance. 
Verified sightings of wolves were made repeatedly in 
Yellowstone through the 1970s. For some reasons these 
wolves dispersed from the Park. Some wildlife managers have 
suggested that this emigration was generated due to an 
inadequate supply of secondary prey (O'Gara personal 
communication). 
Especially during the spring and fall, wolves require a 
secondary smaller prey to supplement their ungulate diet 
(Mech 1970, Pimlott 1975). Even in areas of extremely 
abundant large prey the wolf's diet is highly varied, 
consisting of considerable secondary prey—notably beaver 
fCastor canadensis) and snowshoe hare (Lepus americanus) 
(Fuller & Keith 1980; Carbyn 1983). Wolf recovery depends 
on an availability of adequate and diverse food sources as 
they are essential to the wolf niche. Although neither 
beaver nor snowshoe hare are present in large numbers in the 
Park, a variety of fauna are present in adequate populations 
that might provide diversity to the wolf's diet. 
The primary needs of the wolf are extensive areas free 
of human impact, and available prey. A pack's territory may 
range from 50 to 5,000 square miles (Mech 1974). Total 
available land, density of both wolf and prey populations, 
spatial behaviors of prey, types of prey, and degrees of 
human interference are the major determinants of territories 
(Mech 1970, 1974; Lopez 1978; Fuller & Keith 1980). 
The Recovery Team (Draft Recovery Plan 1984) has 
defined a viable recovered population of wolves as ten 
breeding pairs for three successive years in at least two 
areas. Because only the "alpha" highest ranking, pair of 
wolves within each pack will usually breed, ten breeding 
pairs would indicate ten independent packs of wolves in a 
recovered area. Although pack size sometimes may be as 
great as 36 (Rausch 1967), the normal pack unit ranges in 
size from five to nine (Mech 1974). Where the major prey 
species is large (e.g. moose), pack sizes are large (Fuller 
& Keith 1980). In studies at Riding Mountain Provincial 
Park in Alberta, Canada—an area similar in habitat and 
major prey availability to the Yellowstone ecosystem—the 
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pack size is approximately six members. Accounting for lone 
dispersing wolves and ten packs of six, an estimated 
population of recovered wolves in Yellowstone would be 
approximately 70 wolves. 
For many years, it was generally accepted that wolf 
densities reached a "saturation point" at one per ten square 
miles (Mech 1970). More recent data imply that internal 
social factors may control wolf populations but not at such 
a specific density (Draft Recovery Plan 1984). This is a 
far greater density than might be envisioned for wolves in 
Yellowstone. Recovery projects in Minnesota have sought to 
maintain wolf densities at one per 50 square miles (Kellert 
1985) . Certainly, 70 wolves occupying the 3,400 square 
miles of Yellowstone (a density of one per 49 squares miles) 
is not excessive when one considers the extent of neighbor­
ing wildlands which would undoubtedly be a part of the 
utilized territory. 
Admittedly, the maintenance of such low wolf densities 
will require management flexibility. The law allows that 
experimental populations of endangered species, can be 
controlled; however, to do so within the Park could generate 
public opposition. Also, once the wolves have reached a 
recovered population, the species might be downlisted or 
delisted to permit more management discretion. 
New packs are more frequently established in areas of 
low wolf density (Packard & Mech 1980). Low wolf density 
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areas require less distance for dispersal and thus diminish 
the likelihood of wolves moving into areas of high human 
activity. Again, the advantage of a well governed and 
closely watched ecosystem like Yellowstone is evident. 
A wolf requires 8 pounds of meat per day to survive 
during winter (Mech 1977). Simple calculations indicate 
that ungulate populations are more than adequate to meet 
these demands. If 70 wolves eat 8 pounds of meat per day 
for 366 days, they will require 204,960 pounds in a year. 
(This figure doesn't account for reduced needs beyond 
winter.) Ten percent of the 27,000 elk in Yellowstone 
(Reese 1984) represent more than five times this amount of 
meat. Such crude statistics are applicable because the 
ungulate populations are so large in the Park area. Elk, 
moose, and deer, are undoubtedly abundant enough to provide 
major prey for a low density population of wolves. 
Given the ungulate populations, wolves may kill more 
than they devour (Carbyn 1983). Wolves can be a factor in 
the decline of prey populations when their presence is 
coupled with a loss, or reduction in quality, of habitat 
(Mech & Karns 1977). Though they may limit prey popula­
tions, wolves will usually not deplete their prey (Mech 
1970). 
Beyond developing an assurance of the availability of 
the secondary prey, one could surmise that Yellowstone 
provides a good site for the closely observed recovery of 
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the wolf. The physical habitat is adequate. Denning and 
rendezvous sites are available as are extensive areas of 
wildlands where minimal wolf-human contact can be assured. 
Management of Wolf-Human Encounters: 
Predators are an important element in the balancing.act 
that nature plays with wildlife populations. However, if 
wolves do recover to healthy populations in Yellowstone, the 
Park Service will need to play an equally fragile balancing 
act to meet the conflicting needs of wolves and humans. It 
is important that human activity not impair the progress of 
wolf recovery; it is equally important that wolf recovery 
not interfere too greatly with human interests. 
Between two and three million visitors use the Park 
each year. This fact immediately engenders speculation that 
wolf recovery would impose considerable restrictions on 
visitor use of the Park. Grizzly bears have frequently 
caused such limitations; however, the bears, not reticent 
creatures like wolves, will sometimes move purposefully into 
areas frequented by humans. Wolves by contrast maintain 
distance, even avoiding the trails used by people (Peterson 
1977). The vast majority of visitors utilize only a minute 
fraction of the Park, leaving more than 90% of the area to 
the wolf. Yellowstone National Park (and the extended 
ecosystem) is easily large enough to accommodate 70 wolves 
with secluded habitat. 
Because the wolf is so reclusive, territory cores will 
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be removed from areas of human activity. The buffer zones 
or territorial edges probably will be in lowlands near roads 
and human activity (Peterson 1977). These zones are often 
used by deer and other prey as refugia because wolves avoid 
the edges of their own territory (Rogers, et al. 1980). 
Although wolves would be remote, their presence could 
increase the proximity of ungulates to areas of high Park 
use, thus augmenting the visibility of deer, elk and moose. 
Wolves could easily migrate away from any human 
activity except during the denning season. Yellowstone's 
denning season would likely occur from late March through' 
May (Weaver 1978), a time of little human use. Visitor use 
probably would not impede wolf recovery; it would also be 
unlikely that the presence of wolves would impose restric­
tions on visitor recreation. According to Reese (1984) 
there has not been a documented case of an attack upon a 
human by a healthy wolf in the entire history of the western 
United States. 
There is a valid concern that wolves may be attracted 
to dumping stations (Fuller & Keith 1980). Dump areas and 
refuse support higher than normal densities of wolves 
because unnatural food sources allow the survival of 
inferior wolves (Mech, in press). Close supervision (like 
that available in Yellowstone) could ensure that Parks avoid 
situations similar to those which precipitated disaster for 
the grizzly bears. 
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While recreation is a major human activity on the Park 
lands, it is not the only possible point of confrontation 
between wolves and humans. Park boundaries were drawn in 
1872 as a simple rectangle of more than two million acres. 
As was earlier noted, the original preservation of the Park 
was focused on geology. Concerns with biological communi­
ties, ecological systems and wildlife migration have only 
arisen with our gradually increasing knowledge of such 
phenomena. 
Political boundaries are not ecological boundaries; 
therefore, elk and deer, the most probable major prey for 
wolves, will migrate in and out of the surrounding areas. 
These migrations will be most frequent during winter as the 
ungulates search for suitable range. The wolves will follow 
into these areas near the Park, most of which are designated 
wilderness and/or national forests. 
National forests are governed by the multiple use 
principle which allows numerous human interests to flour­
ish. Mining, timber harvesting, and grazing are the most 
common activities. All of these would be affected by the 
presence of wolves, and the success of wolf recovery will be 
affected by these interests. The most important concerns 
for humanwolf conflict will center on grazing and livestock 
interests. Wolves would migrate onto both forest grazing 
lands and nearby private holdings. Wolves will prey on 
livestock (Mech 1970, 1974; Fritts & Mech 1981; Fritts 
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1982) . 
"Losses of livestock can have severe economic impact on 
occasional farmers, but the majority of producers in north­
western Minnesota, were little affected by wolves" (Fritts & 
Mech 1981). Despite extensive, cogent data that indicate 
that wolves are only rarely predators on domestic livestock 
(Fritts 1982), recovery plans have made concessions to 
livestock interests. 
Some livestock raisers would argue that wolves are 
capable of destroying the economic viability of their 
industry. Exaggerated reports and outright lies have 
fostered the wolf's image as a wanton killer of sheep and 
cattle (Zimen 1981). Wolves have been held responsible for 
many causes of livestock deaths including the predations of 
dogs and coyotes (Fritts 1982). 
In northern Minnesota research has begun to define the 
actual extent of wolf predation on livestock. During 1981 
and 1982 wolf depredations were verified at twenty-seven of 
the 12,000 farms in the northern Minnesota wolf range—ap­
proximately two-tenths of one percent. In 1982 verified 
losses were easily enumerated—3 cows, 32 calves, 23 sheep, 
6 pigs, 1 horse, and 127 turkeys (Fritts 1982). 
"The low incidence (of livestock predation) is remark­
able in view of the proximity of wolves and livestock 
in an area where husbandry practices predispose many herds 
and flocks to depredations by wolves" (Fritts 1982). The 
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fact that predations by wolves are localized, and often 
repeated at certain farms compels researchers to question 
individual farming practices. Apparently poor practices, 
such as the improper disposal of carcasses or the utiliza­
tion of remote pasture lands, will encourage wolf depreda­
tion (Fritts 1982). 
Yellowstone, unlike the Minnesota wolf range, does 
not lie in the middle of private holdings, it is surrounded 
by considerable national forest properties that are leased 
for grazing. These lands are often too remote for close 
supervision and might result in greater wolf depredation ' 
than in Minnesota. The stock owners feel that their long 
term grazing privileges are inviolate and they continue to 
wield an effective political lobby. 
In sum, research indicates that a wolf is only an 
infrequent predator of livestock. Wolves impose far less 
financial burden to livestock interests than perhaps coyotes 
(Canis latrans), beaver, porcupines (Erethizon dorsatum^, or 
rustlers. Admittedly, wolves can be a major problem to an 
individual rancher. Whether or not the predation is a 
result of poor ranching practices, there are several avenues 
of compensation—rancher insurance programs, government 
support, or paybacks by conservation groups. Compensation 
is only one management concern which will force the wolf 
recovery projects into the legal arena. 
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Legal Concerns of Wolf Recovery: 
Laws, of course, mean nothing to wolves but everything 
to people. The law grows in parallel response to the 
refinement of public perception. An imperfect reflection of 
society, the law evolves gradually. A culture does not 
suffer the death of its traditions gently. Mythical images 
and legendary heroes—cowboys, lumberjacks and prospectors— 
have fostered a legal preference for the exploitative use of 
natural resources. The long history of such exploitation 
understandably will not yield overnight to the first strains 
of ecological insight. 
Considerable literature attests to the growing complex­
ity which defines the American view of wildlife; however, 
these aesthetic, moral, and ecological appreciations of 
wildlife are a relatively recent public passion. The law, 
like the public's perception, has been nurtured through a 
slow development (Appendix B). 
Two primary statutes will govern the predicament of the 
wolf in Yellowstone. The combination of the National Park 
Organic Act of 1916 (16 U.S.C.A. §§ l-18f) and the Endanger­
ed Species Act of 1973 (16 U.S.C.A. §§ 1531-1543) create a 
formidable and cogent mandate for wolf recovery in the 
Park. However, because the wolf is a competitor of man, his 
presence will conflict with some human interests. If wolves 
do recover in Yellowstone, there will be legal repercus­
sions. 
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As precursor to the National Park Act, the Yellowstone 
Park Act of 1872 (30 U.S.C.A. §§ 21, 22) set aside the first 
tract of land to be preserved as a public park for "the 
benefit and enjoyment of the people." The Secretary of the 
Interior would develop regulations that "shall provide for 
the preservation, from injury or spoliation ... of natural 
curiosities or wonders within said park, and their retention 
in their natural condition." This particular phrase likely 
may not be extended to include wildlife as they are expli­
citly referred to elsewhere in the statute. In 1872 wolves 
were not curiosities nor wonders; however, a primary purpose 
in the foundation of Yellowstone was the protection of bison 
(Bison bison) whose threatened status was already obvious. 
The more comprehensive National Park Act (1916) estab­
lished a Park Service "to conserve . . . the wildlife 
therein and to provide for the enjoyment of the same in such 
manner and by such means as will leave them unimpaired for 
the enjoyment of future generations." There is here, as 
well, little room to confuse the intentions of Congress. 
The National Park Service administers natural, histori­
cal, and recreational areas with distinct management objec­
tives. The primary goal in natural areas is to maintain 
the area's ecosystem and its indigenous flora and fauna in 
as composite and pristine a condition as possible (Gov't. 
Doc. 1968). Despite such noble ambitions and statements of 
purpose, the Park Service has frequently failed to serve its 
trust (Cain 1971; Weaver 1981). 
Wildlife law is in a nascent stage. While the Endan­
gered Species Act of 1973 is the product of years of 
increasing federal intrusion into wildlife law, it remains 
in a sense inchoate. It was the third statement of the 
statute (refined from the 1966 and 1969 Acts) and led to 
several controversial litigations and a spate of amendment 
sessions in 1978, 1979, and 1982. This year (1985) the Act 
will go before Congress for reauthorization. 
Where previous acts had been without teeth, the E.S.A. 
conversely seemed "to give an endangered species first 
priority in any proposed federal action" (Lachenmeier 
1974). Several court cases have ushered the Act through 
gradual refinement (Cappaert v. United States. 1976; Kleppe 
v. New Mexico. 1976; Sierra Club v. Froelke. 1976; Defenders 
of Wildlife v. Andrus. 1977; Conners v. Andrus. 1978; 
T.V.A. v. Hill. 1978; United States v. Dion. 1983; Sierra 
Club v. Clark. 1984; Thomas v. Peterson. 1985). Despite the 
amendments and litigations, the E.S.A. remains a powerful 
articulation of two primary purposes: the protection of 
endangered and threatened species and the conservation of 
their needed habitat. 
Nonetheless, wildlife court victories are celebrated 
cautiously. The E.S.A. translates like the Chinese ideo­
grams for crises, as both opportunity and threat. "Those 
who might make the most use of the Act—the environmentalist 
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groups—view it as a hammer made of glass, good they fear 
for only one hard knock" (High Country News, 1985). The 
opportunity to protect species with the E.S.A. is veiled 
with the threat of amendment. Because wolves are a focus 
for the new attitudes towards wilderness and the non-human 
world, their presence in Yellowstone will test the limits of 
the E.S.A. 
Wolves, ignorant of politics, would disperse beyond 
Park boundaries. Sierra Club v. Department of Interior (376 
F. Supp. 901 (D. Cal. 1974)) indicates that the Secretary of 
Interior does have the authority to influence activities 
beyond Park boundaries which affect the sanctity of Park 
purposes. Thanks to the eloquent dissent of Justice Douglas 
to the Supreme Court decision in Sierra Club v. Morton 
(1970), the courts are beginning to encounter law suits on 
behalf of individual bears (Cabinet Mountain wilderness 
v. Peterson (1982)). A similar situation might easily arise 
with wolves in the national forests around Yellowstone. 
As earlier noted, wolves will prey on livestock and 
destroy private property. Compensation plans will require 
careful monitoring. Wolves will also prey heavily on 
ungulate populations. Ungulates are a property of the state 
held in public trust. The recovery plan proposes that if 
wolves prey too heavily on the ungulates, then they could be 
taken. This extension to permit the taking of an endangered 
species for its natural predation may contradict the intent 
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of Congress. Whatever management efforts are employed by 
wildlife authorities will be scrutinized by environmental 
organizations. 
These are relatively minor legal concerns which would 
arise in any area of wolf recovery. The Yellowstone area 
poses one major, unique concern. Unlike the other two 
proposed recovery sites, there have been no recent signifi­
cant numbers of wolves in Yellowstone because it is far 
removed from extant populations. The likelihood that 
viable wolf populations would recovery naturally in the 
foreseeable future, without the affirmative involvement of 
man, is fairly small. Therefore, wolf recovery in Yellow­
stone may require reintroduction, the importation of wolves 
from Canada (Draft Recovery Plan 1984). 
"The maintenance of a natural park ecosystem requires a 
unique approach to research and management. Unlike other 
forms of land management, management of a park ecosystem 
generally involves preventing or compensating for man's 
altering of natural ecological relations" (Houston 1971). 
Because of the successful campaigns to eliminate Park 
predators, wolf recovery in Yellowstone may now require 
reintroduction (Draft Recovery Plan 1984). 
Reintroduction may prove to be a very expensive 
undertaking (Ream 1982). It is not as simple as "letting 
nature take its course." Nor is it a simple matter of 
importing a couple of wolves and leaving them in the Park. 
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Reintroduction is a sophisticated management practice that 
entails much forethought, extreme vigilance, and, usually, 
several efforts. As was earlier noted wolves have, in the 
past, dispersed from the Park. Not only must the manager be 
assured of the existence of a complete niche for the 
implanted animals, but he must try to induce the animals to 
stay in the new location. He must pay careful attention to 
the social relations and dominance heirarchies of the wolves 
when selecting his experimental population as these social 
structures dictate much of how wolves will behave (Weaver 
1981). A possible approach would be to introduce a pregnant 
female and her mate into Yellowstone in late winter when 
they would not have time to disperse before denning. This 
would insure that the wolves would not depart the area for 
at least a few months. 
Reintroduction programs for Canis lupus or Canis rufus 
(red wolf) are suggested or underway in North Carolina, 
Kentucky, Texas, Colorado, and Washington as well as the 
Northern Rockies. The widespread and growing popularity of 
these projects is evidence that the wolf, like the grizzly, 
is a "charismatic megafauna." The wolf is becoming the 
symbolic totem for the goals of wildlife management. 
At the same time, a considerable amount of antipathy 
from traditional views lingers. Because the animal being 
introduced is a large predator imbued with a mythical image 
of exaggerated danger, significant resistance to reintroduc-
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tion will be encountered. Recent litigations in Minnesota 
(Fund for Animals v. Andrus. 1978; Sierra Club v. Clark. 
1984) are significant efforts of the court to balance the 
mandate of the Endangered Species Act versus the political 
reality of local abhorrence to wolves. 
This central and emotional conflict would be exacerbat­
ed by the factor of reintroduction because it would employ a 
major affirmative action by federal agencies. One of the 
most provocative questions, as yet not thoroughly challenged 
in the courts, is the extent to which the E.S.A. demands 
such affirmative action (Coggins and Russell 1982; Rosenberg 
1980; Eider-Orley 1978). 
Historically, the E.S.A. has been utilized as a 
prohibitive policy to prevent situations "which might 
jeopardize the continued existence ... or result in the 
destruction or modification of its [a listed species'] 
critical habitat" (16 U.S.C.A. §§ 1536 sec. 7[a][2]). Like 
most prohibitive policy, the E.S.A. carries complementary 
mandatory actions that should ameliorate the status of 
endangered species so that they might be removed from the 
protected class (Yaffee 1982). 
The Defenders of Wildlife v. Andrus case (428 F. Supp. 
167 (D.D.C. 1977)) concluded that the Secretary of the 
Interior must do more than avoid elimination of the species, 
that he has, in fact, "an affirmative duty to increase the 
population of protected species" (16 U.S.C.A. § 1536). 
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Thus, the E.S.A. will not only protect species from jeopardy 
situations but can be extended as a tool to implement and 
facilitate the actual recovery of listed species. 
While the expression of affirmative duty is clear, 
imposing it through the courts will be approached cautious­
ly. In the Northern Rockies where so much of government 
land is potential recovery habitat, affirmative implementa­
tion of the E.S.A. could interfere with numerous activi­
ties. Also, the wolves reintroduced into Yellowstone would 
be an experimental population; therefore, they would be 
subject to more stringent control than regular populations 
of a listed species. While this increases the flexibility 
for management, it raises questions that will be resolved 
only through litigation. 
Currently a suit is pending against four government 
agencies on behalf of a Wisconsin man who was mauled to 
death by a grizzly in 1983 (Missoulian 1985). The attack 
occurred in a national forest campground on Hebgen Lake 
outside of Yellowstone. The four agencies named in the suit 
were responsible for grizzly management in the area. While 
wolves are not likely to attack humans if unprovoked, an 
encounter is not impossible. Park visitors "provoke" any 
wildlife in the area, while expecting protection. One can 
only speculate that reintroduction adds numerous elements 
that may render the involved agencies culpable. 
Natural recovery or reintroduction of a wide-dispersal 
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predator, who is the target of so many conflicting human 
attitudes and perspectives, is a volatile issue. Future 
litigations are unpredictable. Although wildlife law 
has made numerous inroads, predators remain a special 
exemption (Coggins & Evans 1983). Legal commentators have 
suggested that Congress issue a predator policy statement 
(41 N.D.L. Rev. 1975); it is yet to materialize. Such a 
congressional commitment would mitigate the legal controver­
sy that will undoubtedly follow predator protection pro­
grams . 
This paper earlier noted the biological complexity of 
reintroduction. It must likewise be a carefully monitored 
program in the legal arena if it is to be successful. Even 
with utmost precaution, the legal future of wolves in 
Yellowstone is speculative and precarious. Which judge 
hears a case, which district court renders a ruling, what is 
the prevailing public sentiment at the given moment, and how 
carefully was the animal managed are the questions that will 
ultimately fashion the wolf's fate in Yellowstone. 
Ill 
METHODS 
The previous chapter discussed the feasibility of 
returning wolves into the greater Yellowstone area. Simul­
taneously, it illustrated the social debates that revolve 
around such a proposed resolution to this environmental 
problem. If wildlife managers and Park authorities deem 
Yellowstone a proper site to recover wolf populations, then 
any program must be pursued cautiously. The agencies will 
want the best information available on Park users1 percep­
tions and concerns in order to facilitate implementation of 
any recovery projects and to continue to serve the needs and 
wants of Yellowstone visitors. 
Public attitudes about natural resource management 
comprise an underdeveloped arena. The purposes of the 
following research are narrowly defined and focused. Myriad 
related issues and other populations would be equally 
interesting to examine, but they are not within the purview 
of this thesis. The current presentation studies only the 
attitudes of Park visitors towards wolves and their feelings 
about some of the immediate concerns wolf recovery in 
Yellowstone might precipitate. 
31 
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The Park visitor must not be misconstrued to be repre­
sentative of the general public; indeed, Park visitors are a 
specific population and a private interest group. The Park 
visitor has a special vested interest and knowledge about 
Park related issues. Simultaneously, Park visitors are a 
heterogenous unit that should show much of the variability 
of attitudes that is prevalent in the culture as a whole. 
Attitudes about wildlife, particularly a large predator like 
the wolf, are formed by numerous variables other than those 
which dictate Park visitation. 
The population of Park visitors is highly transient. 
Many Park visitors will travel through the Park without 
leaving their automobiles. Others will use various Park 
facilities in an unpredictable fashion. The total popula­
tion of Park visitors is therefore not accessible, unless 
the survey instrument were distributed at Park entrances. 
This would require a mail-in response which, in the Park, 
has historically proven to result in poor, 6-8%, return 
rates (Varley personal communication 1985). 
I redefined the population as Park visitors who spend a 
night at lodging units or campgrounds in the Park. This 
population might differ from all Park visitors—it maybe 
biased against visitors from the immediate vicinity; how­
ever, it seems an adequate representation of Park visitors, 
and is, itself, a formidable population of Park users. 
Park visitors who remain in the Park for the night 
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offer the accessibility necessary to distribute and collect 
a brief self-administered questionnaire. Brevity is the 
keynote; it would be unreasonable to expect a vacationer to 
devote much time to the survey. I assumed that subjects 
would be willing to respond to a brief and accessible 
questionnaire. The nature of wildlife in the Park is a 
topic of general interest to most visitors; the question­
naire might be accepted as part of the overall Park experi­
ence, provided it was not too imposing. 
Development of the questionnaire (following page) was a 
lengthy procedure involving no less than ten expert consul­
tants at different stages. Wildlife specialists, Wolf 
Recovery Team members, environmentalists, and social scien­
tists supervised the revisions over a period of five 
months. When the scope of the instrument was reduced to 
proper focus and semantic difficulties were resolved, the 
questionnaire was distributed to two small pre-test samples 
of University students. Their responses and ensuing 
discussions enabled the researcher to further refine the 
questionnaire. 
The questionnaire addresses visitor attitudes on four 
non-exclusive aspects of wolf restoration in Yellowstone; 
direct wolf sentiment (items 1, 2, 4, 12), problems of 
wolf-human conflict (items 3, 8, 9), ecological concerns 
(items 6, 7), and emotional dimensions of fear (items 3, 5, 
10, 11). The format of the questionnaire was entirely 
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YELLOWSTOHg VISITOR SURVEY 
less than 30 wolves are thought to remain in the western United States, and none at 
all in Yellowstone National Par*. This is an attitude survey; there are no right 
or wrong answers and all responses are confidential. 
(00 NOT write your nam on the questionnaire.) 
Please circle the response nunber to the right of each statement which most closely 
indicates your feelings about that statement, using the scale of: 1 - agree strongly, 
2 - agree, 3 - no opinion, 4 - disagree strongly. 
AGREE 
STRONGLY AGREE 
^ DISAGREE DISAGREE 
OPINION STRONGLY 
1. Having wolves In the park would improve the Yellowstone experience 1 2 3 4 S 
2. Wolves and humans art natural enemies that cannot coexist 1 2 3 4 s 
3. I would be afraid to hike 1n the park 1f wolves were present 2 3 4 5 
4. Wolves should still havt a place 1n modern-day Yellowstone Park 1 2 3 4 5 
5. I would fear for children* 1f wolves were In the park 2 3 4 5 
6. Wolves would help maintain balanced wildlife populations In Yellowstone . . 1 2 3 4 5 
7- If wolves can't return to Yellowstone on their own, then we should put 
the* back ourselves 2 3 4 5 
8. Wolves should not be returned to Yellowstone because they might kill 
some livestock on area ranches 2 3 4 * 
9. If wolves would reduce big gaae hunting opportunltes near the park, 
I don't want then 1n Yellowstone . . 1 2 3 4 S 
10. If I lived near Yellowstone* I would not want wolves 1n the park 2 3 4 5 
11. I a« equally afraid of wolves and grizzlies 2 3 4 S 
12. Because we have wolves in Canada, Alaska, and Minnesota we don't need 
then 1n Yellowstone 
PLEASE CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE RESPONSE TO THE FOLLOWING OUESTIONS 
1 2 3 4 5 
13. Have you soon the "Wolves and Hunans" exhibit 1n Yellowstone's Grant Village? . . YES NO 
14. Wolves should be restored to Yellowstone AS SOON AS 
POSSIBLE 
EVENTUALLY NEVER 
IS. When an animal like the wolf, which is nrotected by the Endeeyered Soecics Jet. 
kills livestock, the cost should be paid by: m RANCHER THE GOVERNMENT 
A C0NSERVATI0 
GROUP 
16. UNDER 
13 yrs. 13-25 26-40 41-65 
OVER 
65 yrs. 
17. FEMALE MALE 
13. 
LESS THAN Q ,n 
• HIGH SCHOOL * iU 11 12 
COLLEGE 
12 3 4 
GRA0UATE 
12 3 4 
19. How much experience do you have in ranching or raising livestock? NONE 1 - 3 yrs 
3 or no re years. 
20. 
UNDER 
• SIO.OOO 
510,000-
30.000 
$30,001-
50.000 
OVER 
$50,000 
21. State of residence and Zip Code (Zip tode!" 
Any additional comnts you would care to make about wolves could 
be written on the back of this questionnaire. 
forced choice; the attitude items allowed five potential 
responses from agree strongly to disagree strongly. The "no 
opinion" response was utilized so as not to force the 
respondent to make an unrepresentative response. Often in 
attitude research it is necessary to push the subject, but 
this researcher felt that the issue was so provocative that 
subjects would offer an opinion despite the opportunity to 
decline. 
Two questions (items 14 and 15) request an expressed 
opinion. These items along with a question referring to 
experience (item 13) and six demographic questions (items 
16-21) were designed to break the sample into distinctive 
subsets to provide insights into attitude variation. Coding 
for most of the demographics was straight forward; but state 
of residence required special definitions. The four 
categories were defined: (a) areas of healthy wolf popula­
tions (Minnesota, Alaska, and Canada); (b) regional states 
(Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming); (c) all other states; and (d) 
foreign countries other than Canada (not included in 
resident analysis). 
Sampling Procedures: 
The population of Park visitors who spend the night in 
Yellowstone is quite large. There are 2,180 lodging units 
(cabins or rooms) in eight separate locations, and 2,200 
campsites are found in 12 campgrounds throughout the Park. 
The sample procedure ignored illegal campers and those 
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in backcountry locales. 
A conservative estimate, based on two adults per unit 
or site, indicates that over 8,000 visitors may spend the 
night in the Park. If an average duration of two nights is 
correct, then a near capacity occupancy for mid-June to 
mid-August renders an estimated population of nearly 
one-quarter million overnight visitors. 
Based on the structural format of the questionnaire, a 
total sample size, of not less than 500 respondents, was 
required for descriptive statistical analysis. 
The major period of Park visitation is June 15 through 
August 15; the distribution of questionnaires was limited 
to this nine week span. Adequate data was collected in two 
survey distribution/collection excursions. To survey the 
entire Park properly required a minimum of four days each 
trip. While it does not seem that June, July and August 
visitors are significantly different from one another, 
weekend visitors may constitute a different population from 
weekday visitors. Hence, one week day period and one 
weekend were selected randomly from the allowed nine week 
span. 
With a small sample it is incumbent upon the researcher 
to utilize as random a procedure as possible to ensure 
"representativeness." A second necessary stratification was 
based on the 20 overnight locations. Each campground and 
lodging site was randomly sampled at 10% of its capacity. A 
10% distribution yielded a sample of both affordable and 
adequate size. 
Each campsite or lodging unit that was included in the 
sample was a cluster of sample elements. Questionnaires 
were distributed to all adults in selected sites and two 
copies of the questionnaire were distributed to each lodging 
unit. The sample sites selection was based on 10% of 
capacity. When a site remained vacant throughout the 
distribution period, no replacement was made as this only 
indicated a measure of occupancy, and it was anticipated 
that the Park would operate near capacity. Therefore, the 
actual number of sites sampled was approximately 10% of 
occupancy. When the researcher was unable to contact an 
occupied campsite after repeated efforts at various times, 
the site was replaced with a subsequent randomly selected 
site number. 
Non-response sites were those where the subjects 
specifically refused to answer the questionnaire, or, in 
the case of lodgers, where the questionnaire was distributed 
but not returned. This point indicates the very different 
logistics of research in campgrounds versus lodges and inns. 
The campground procedure seems nearly ideal. The 
researcher was able to reduce the likelihood of non-response 
by personal contact (Scheaffer et al. 1979). Non-response 
is usually the greatest liability of a self-administered 
format. At the same time, this procedure avoided some of 
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the expenses, biases and time associated with interviewing. 
I approached the sample sites with a brief and cordial 
introduction requesting participation in the study. The 
questionnaires were distributed and then collected approxi­
mately ten minutes later, more than enough time to allow 
comfortable responses to the survey. 
The one advantage of the lodge survey was that all 
questionnaires were distributed on the same two day period. 
The campsites were surveyed on different days in different 
areas of the Park. Each campground was surveyed at several 
different times of day to hopefully contact the respond­
ents. Thus, some of the subjects responded during different 
campsite activities. Conversely, the lodges distributed the 
questionnaires in a somewhat more standardized situation, 
during registration. 
Despite this one advantage, the lodge survey did not 
equal the campground's response success. Each lodge had a 
unique atmosphere which at times was not conducive to 
obtaining immediate response. As soon as the questionnaire 
left the desk, the frequency of return diminished rapidly. 
Nonetheless, the response rate was adequate to draw some 
inferences to the population. I assumed that lower response 
rates were the result of sampling technique and not attri­
butable to a greater reluctance to respond among lodgers 
than campers. 
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Sampling Response Rates: 
The randomly selected dates for survey distribution 
were the weekend of 22 June and the week of 8 July. 
Sampling procedures required four and one-half days for a 
thorough canvassing of lodges and campgrounds. 
The Park was not operating at full capacity during the 
first trip; therefore, the sample consisted of only 150 
campsites and 122 lodging units. The number of lodge 
clusters was further reduced as three sites were omitted. 
One small lodge (78 units) at Tower-Roosevelt was excluded 
because of the additional time its inclusion would entail. 
Although various sites needed to be included, it was 
unlikely that there were great inherent differences between 
the lodgers at each site. Two additional locations, Grant 
Village and Old Faithful Lodge, were deleted from the sample 
because returns at these sites were so poor (less than 20%) 
that they might bias the sample. 
The researcher was dependent upon the assistance of 
front desk personnel at each lodge site for distribution and 
collection of the questionnaire. The staffs at the two 
aforementioned sites were less than enthusiastic. Converse­
ly, the five remaining lodges were manned by personnel, 
eager to assist and be involved. At these sites the 
response rates were greater than 65% on each of the two 
trips. 
Table No. 1 indicates the sampling success of the two 
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survey dates. Each adult in a campsite was surveyed but 
each lodge room received only two questionnaires. Often 
only one member of the party would register, thus further 
reducing lodge response. Sometimes only minors were 
registered to a room; because all responses by those 18 and 
under were omitted, the lodge sample was again reduced. 
TABLE 1: Sample Response 
22 June 8 July 
Camps Lodges Camps Lodges 
Clusters: 
Sampled 150 122 209 163 
Response 145 92 203 120 
Non-Resp. 5 30 6 43 
Resp. Rate 97% 75% 97% 75% 
Individuals: (Within Clusters) 
Sampled 322 184 447 
Response 313 138 439 
Non-Resp. 9 46 8 
Resp. Rate 97% 74% 98% 
232 
193 
39 
83% 
Camp "n" 
Lodge "n" 
Resulting Sample Size 
752 
331 
= 1,083 
IV 
STATISTICAL REVIEW 
The purpose of the survey was to assess "pro-" or 
"anti-wolf" sentiment among Park visitors, and to define the 
extent of any support or opposition to wolf recovery in 
Yellowstone. Non-parametric procedures were necessary to 
provide a statistical description of the sample. 
Demographics of the Sample: 
An initial review of the demographic characteristics of 
the sample will add a necessary caution: the sample is 
representative of the population of overnight Park visitors, 
not the general American public. 
The overnight Park visitor was characterized as male, 
aged 26 to 40, with no ranching experience, and sharing in 
an annual gross family income of $30,000 to $50,000 (Table 
2). Obviously, this does not describe the modal member of 
the national population. Not only is the Park visitor 
population characterized by a larger proportion of males and 
a high percentage of individuals with graduate education, 
but it is also represented by a disproportionally small 
percentage of young and old age categories. The seemingly 
41 
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high percentage (30%) of respondents that indicated some 
livestock raising or ranching experience may imply that 
those individuals are more likely to visit overnight in the 
Park. 
TABLE 2: Demographic characteristics of overnight visitors 
to Yellostone National Park; June/July 1985. 
A. (N - 1069) 
Sex: Male 56% 
Female 44% 
B. (N = 1074) 
Age: 18-25 13.6% 
45.0% 
35.5% 
6.0% 
26 - 40 
41 - 65 
Over 65 
C. (N - 1064) 
Ranch Exp.: None 
l-3yr 
> 3yr 
70.0% 
11.2% 
18.8% 
D. (N = 1051) 
Education: < High School 4.5% 
25.7% 
20.8% 
23.3% 
2 6 . 6 %  
High School Grad 
Some College 
College Graduate 
Graduate Educ. 
E. (N = 993) 
Income: < $10,000 5.0% 
35.8% 
41.0% 
18.2% 
$10,000 - $30,000 
$30,000 - $50,000 
> $50,000 
F. (N = 1068) 
Residence: Regional 9.9% 
5.9% 
79.4% 
4.8% 
Areas with wolves 
All other states 
Foreign countries 
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Attitudes About Wolves: 
The questionnaire begins with 12 attitudinal statements 
with which the respondent can "agree strongly," "agree," 
have "no opinion," "disagree," or "disagree strongly." In 
analyzing the responses to the 12 attitudinal items the 
researcher first determined which direction of response 
to each item constituted the "pro-wolf" sentiment. If a 
respondent agreed with items 1, 4, 6, or 7 or disagreed with 
the remaining items, the response was defined as "pro-
wolf." (The structure of item 11 did not warrant its 
inclusion in this procedure.) Secondly, the 12 items were 
clustered according to four foci: direct wolf sentiment, 
fear items, conflict with human interests, and ecological 
questions. 
The closing of the survey instrument solicited any 
additional comments that the respondents desired to make. 
Over 100 individual returns, approximately 10% of the 
questionnaires were accompanied by such comments. The 
analysis incorporates some of these comments to make more 
palatable the statistical review; however, the reader must 
not be diverted from the powerful statement of the numbers. 
This colorful qualitative information should not detract 
from the single-minded stentorian voice of the Park 
visitor. Every item elicited a majority of "pro-wolf" 
responses. 
A. Direct Wolf Sentiment: (Table 3) 
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TABLE 3: Direct wolf sentiment of overnight 
visitors to Yellowstone National Park in 
June/July, 1985. 
Values are percentages of total sample. 
Item 1: 
N - 1064 
"Having wolves in the Park would improve the 
Yellowstone experience." 
Agree 
Strongly Agree 
30.9 43.2 
NO 
Opinion 
13.3 
Disagree 
8.0 
Disagree 
Strongly 
4.5 
Item 2: 
N = 1065 
"Wolves and humans are natural enemies that cannot 
coexist." 
Agree 
Strongly Agree 
No Disagree 
Opinion Disagree Strongly 
1.9 6 . 6  11.1 50.2 30.2 
Item 4: 
N = 1061 
"Wolves should still have a place in modern-day 
Yellowstone Park." 
Agree 
Strongly 
37.3 
Agree 
44.3 
No Disagree 
Opinion Disagree Strongly 
8.3 6 . 6  3.5 
Item 12: "Because we have wolves in Canada, Alaska, and 
Minnesota, we don't need them in Yellowstone." 
N = 1066 
Agree 
Strongly Agree 
No Disagree 
Opinion Disagree Strongly 
2 . 8  5.7 12.2 44.3 35.0 
"We disturbed the balance when we killed off the wolves 
in Yellowstone—lets bring them back for all our sakes." 
This respondent's statement is indicative of the prevailing 
attitudes defined in items 1, 2, 4, and 12. Of all respond-
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ents, 74.1% felt that the presence of wolves in the Park 
would enhance the Yellowstone experiences. Visitors 
expressed,in verbal and written comments, disappointment 
with the low visibility of wildlife. One respondent 
expressed this dissatisfaction, "We were told there were 
bears and mountain lions in the Park. We never saw a one; I 
think wolves would be the same way." Some of the marginal 
negative sentiment expressed in items 1, 4, and 12 is due to 
this specific disappointment. 
While only 1.9% (20 respondents) "agreed strongly" that 
wolves and humans were natural enemies, 30.9% (322 individ­
uals) "disagreed strongly"; one respondent glibly added, 
"Some of my best friends are wolves." The 37.3% (396 
respondents) who "agreed strongly" that wolves should still 
have a place in modern-day Yellowstone were the largest 
number to respond "strongly" to any single item. Among 
those who strongly opposed this item, one wrote, "Wolves 
have had their day. They are in no way compatible with 
present day conditions in the Park." Another dissenting 
voice spoke, "Wolves don't belong in the Park, put 'em in a 
zoo." These were obviously minority opinions as no more 
than 4.5% expressed strong anti-wolf attitudes on any of the 
simple wolf presence questions (items 1, 2, 4, 12). 
"Pro-wolf" responses outnumbered anti-wolf responses six to 
one, nine to one, eight to one, and nine to one, on items 
1,2,4, and 12, respectively. Only 8.5% agreed at all with 
the idea that because wolves were present elsewhere, they 
were not needed in Yellowstone. 
B. Wolf-Human Conflict; (Table 4). 
TABLE 4: Wolf/Human conflict attitudes of overnight 
visitors to Yellowstone, June/July, 1985. 
Numerical values are percentages of total 
sample. 
Item 3: "I would be afraid to hike in the Park if wolves 
were present." 
Agree No Disagree 
Strongly Agree Opinion Disagree strongly 
N = 1062 4.8 14.9 9.5 47.7 23.1 
Item 8: "Wolves should not be returned to Yellowstone 
because they might kill some livestock on area 
ranches." 
Agree No Disagree 
Strongly Agree Opinion Disagree Strongly 
N = 1062 2.3 11.4 19.7 46.8 19.9 
Item 9: "If wolves would reduce big-game hunting opportun­
ities near the Park, I don't want them in Yellow­
stone." 
Agree No Disagree 
Strongly Agree Opinion Disagree Strongly 
N = 1053 2.8 9.5 21.5 35.6 30.7 
The evidence clearly indicates Park visitor support of 
wolf recovery. But to what extent would the visitors 
compromise their use of the Park to experience the benefit 
of wolf presence? There are three items (3, 8, 9) that 
address this important idea. Pro wolf sentiment expressions 
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were slightly less than in response to items 1, 2, 4, and 
12, due to the inclusion of clauses which advised of 
potential wolfhuman conflicts (on items 3, 8, 9). This 
reduction indicates that a minority of respondents have some 
concern regarding the effects a return of wolves to Yellow­
stone might produce. Most wildlife managers agree that 
these concerns are founded in misinformation. Wolves would 
not likely pose a serious threat to human safety. Livestock 
predation has been greatly exaggerated. A recovered 
population of wolves will not deplete other Park wildlife 
populations. 
While wolf support is tempered on each item, the 
expression remains highly (60-70%) in favor of wolves. 
This indicates that, despite concern for human interests, 
the majority of visitors (greater than three to one) do not 
feel that these concerns are adequate to impede wolf 
recovery. While item 9 resulted in the greatest frequency 
of "no opinion" response, it simultaneously resulted in one 
of the highest rate of "strongly feel" attitudes. The 3 0.7% 
of "disagree strongly" responses may be a reflection of 
"antihunter" bias. Wildlife management has historically 
revolved around hunting interests; this finding illustrates 
the emergence of "nonconsumptive" interests, as one-third of 
all subjects indicated strong disapproval that hunting 
interests could dominate a policy decision of this sort. 
Based on the findings in items 3, 8 and 9, the majority 
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of Park visitors do not feel that deference should be made 
to some human activities, simply because they may be 
adversely affected by a presence of wolves. The data imply 
wolf recovery should not be subordinated to human interests. 
C. Fear of Wolves: (Table 5). 
TABLE 5: Fear of wolves among overnight visitors to 
Yellowstone National Park. June/July, 1985. 
Numerical values are percentages of total 
sample. 
Item 3: "I would be afraid to hike in the Park if wolves 
were present." 
Agree No Disagree 
Strongly Agree Opinion Disagree Strongly 
N = 1062 4.8 14.9 9.5 47.7 23.1 
Item 5: "I would fear for children, if wolves were in the 
Park." 
Agree No Disagree 
Strongly Agree Opinion Disagree Strongly 
N = 1055 7.3 18.6 12.1 45.8 16.2 
Item 10: "If I lived near Yellowstone, I would not want 
wolves in the Park." 
Agree No Disagree 
Strongly Agree Opinion Disagree Strongly 
N = 1062 5.0 13.6 17.2 45.0 19.2 
Item 11: "I am equally afraid of wolves and grizzlies." 
Agree No Disagree 
Strongly Agree Opinion Disagree Strongly 
N = 1061 7.4 27.3 9.3 37.7 18.2 
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Once again the indications are clear that the majority 
of sentiment is "pro-wolf." More than 75% of respondents 
expressing an opinion, disagree that a presence of wolves 
would create a fear of hiking in the Park. 
The item (5) about children and item (10), "living near 
the Park," resulted in lower "pro-wolf" numbers. Much of 
any human fear is residual from life-long education and 
experience; perhaps these latent fears emerge when the 
suggested threat is immediate to one's family. Several 
questionnaires were accompanied by comments citing a blend 
of fact and fable, of coyotes carting off children or wild 
dogs eating babies. Perhaps the willingness to discriminate 
against wolves is enhanced when the fear relates to family. 
Nonetheless, even items 5 and 10 resulted respectively in 
62% and 64% disagreement, "pro wolf," rates. 
Item 11 (equally afraid of wolves and grizzlies) 
resulted in the greatest confusion among respondents, as at 
least ten individuals criticized this question. Nonethe­
less, it resulted in the second lowest "no opinion" response 
numbers. The general purpose may have been achieved. The 
target of the question was to determine if people would have 
equal perspectives of the animals regardless of how much 
fear they might or might not feel. With the statement, 
34.8% did agree. Several negative responses explained they 
were unafraid of either species, and in so doing, often 
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indicated that they, too, did not distinguish the two 
animals as different sorts of concern. "Camping in bear 
territory is no different than camping in wolves' territory" 
and "Bears are not true predators. When they cross paths 
with man, they simply look for food and then move on. 
Wolves may actually tend to follow camping parties in search 
of food." Apparently, there remains a strong tendency for 
the public to harbor a singular image for large predators 
despite very real differences among species. 
D. Ecological Questions; (Table 6) 
TABLE 6; Attitudes on ecological questions of wolf 
recovery in Yellowstone, among overnight Park 
visitors. June/July, 1985. Numerical values 
are percentages of the total sample. 
Item 6; "Wolves would help maintain balanced wildlife 
populations in Yellowstone." 
Agree No Disagree 
Strongly Agree Opinion Disagree Strongly 
N = 106O 28.7 44.9 19.2 5.4 1.9 
Item 7: "If wolves can't return to Yellowstone on their 
own, then we should put them back ourselves." 
Agree No Disagree 
Strongly Agree Opinion Disagree Strongly 
N = 1059 17.3 42.4 20.4 14.3 5.7 
Items 6 and 7 seemed to require more knowledge; there­
fore, they resulted (with items 8, 9) in the greatest 
"no opinion" responses. Item 7 resulted in the least 
consensus of all questions (except item 11); as one woman 
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wrote, "I'm not very informed about wolves; this is not a 
black and white issue." Despite admissions of insufficient 
knowledge, the great majority of respondents (ten agreed to 
every one that disagreed) indicated that wolves could help 
maintain balanced wildlife populations in the Park and that 
man may have to reintroduce the species if it cannot recover 
naturally. 
Variables Significantly Affecting Wolf Attitudes: (Table 7) 
This discussion of the sample's cumulative response 
reveals first, and foremost, a persistent and thorough 
support for wolves in the Park. When the sample was separ­
ated on the basis of various demographic categories and 
examined by cross tabulations and chi square tests of 
significance, the intensity of wolf support was found to 
vary. Although certain categories of individuals express 
less wolf support than other categories, these classes must 
not be misconstrued to be "anti-wolf." Pro-wolf responses 
are nearly universal among Park visitors (one exception 
being the over 65 years age category). 
Sampling procedures stratified the sample twice. 
First, the data were collected on two separate trips. The 8 
July sample was significantly different from the 22 June 
sample in only one respect, respondents state of residence. 
Not too surprisingly, regional respondents were less heavily 
represented on the second trip. Not only was the trip later 
into the season, but it was "mid-week" as well. 
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TABLE 7: Chi-square significance values for cases of significant 
interaction between independent variables and various attitudes item. 
NS, not significant, is noted in cells where interaction did not prove 
significant to, at least, the .05 level. 
o 
Items— 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
Wolf Sent. 
Sex 
.0007 
.0019 
.0000 
.0093 
.0049 
N.S. 
.0340 
.0004 
N.S. 
.0306 
.0002 
.0019 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
.0011 
Age 
.0011 
.0000 
.0171 
.0002 
.0003 
.0057 
.0141 
.0009 
.0001 
.0025 
.0010 
.0000 
N.S. 
.0000 
.0010 
.0000 
Residence 
N.S. 
N.S. 
.0120 
.0118 
N.S. 
.0016 
N.S. 
.0012 
N.S. 
.0000 
.0157 
.0081 
N.S. 
.0305 
.0195 
N.S. 
Educ. 
.0131 
.0000 
.0205 
.0095 
.0071 
.0064 
N.S. 
.0033 
.0000 
.0008 
N.S. 
.0001 
.0401 
N.S. 
N.S. 
.0001 
Camp/Lodge 
N.S. 
.0101 
.0000 
.0176 
.0015 
.0080 
.0364 
.0039 
N.S. 
.0017 
.0188 
.0025 
N.S. 
.0380 
N.S. 
.0355 
Ranch EXP. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
.0035 
N.S. 
.0333 
N.S. 
.0465 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
^Proportion Tables for each item and all significantly related variables are collected in 
Appendix C. 
A 
Item numbers refer to question numbers on survey format. See page 34. 
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Both elements of variation are factors in the increased 
visitor population during the 8 July trip. It is reasonable 
that regional residents would be less likely to travel to the 
Park during periods of peak visitation. 
The second basis for stratification produced a camp 
subsample and a lodge subsample. The results vindicated this 
particular procedure as there were significant interactions 
between this variable and most of the attitudinal items. 
Campers were slightly more prone to "pro-wolf" sentiment than 
were lodgers. Campers were more likely male and younger. 
Lodgers exhibit higher levels of formal education and income. 
Because of sampling procedures, 70% of the total 
respondents were campers. Thus, analysis of the total sample 
figures are, therefore, biased in favor of camper attitudes. 
While the lodgers were less pro-wolf, they nonetheless 
expressed a majority of pro-wolf sentiment on every attitude 
measure. For example, in response to item 4 (wolves should 
still have a place in modern day Yellowstone Park) more than 
five lodgers agreed with the statement for every one who 
disagreed. 
Age and education were the most influential demographic 
variables in determining wolf attitudes (Table 16). The age 
category of "over 65" was the single most discriminating 
factor. This category was by far the least supportive of 
wolf recovery. Of the 58 respondents in this category, 37.9% 
suggested that wolves should "never" be restored to Yellow­
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stone. Only 11% of the remaining age categories (103 of 951 
respondents) suggested this option (item 14). Education and 
age were persistent factors in the reduction of "no opinion" 
responses and the determination of pro-wolf inclinations. 
Sex was also frequently a significant factor in the 
expression of wolf attitude. Males were more likely than 
females to make the "strongly felt" response and females more 
often offered "no opinion" choices. Both of these trends 
were reversed on the three fear items. Gender differences 
did not alter the direction of responses (i.e., agree to 
disagree) but they affected the degree of response (i.e. 
agree versus agree strongly). 
Residence was a final variable of significance, but, 
perhaps not as one might anticipate. Understandably, 
regional respondents were the most likely to have an opinion 
and to express it strongly. Like respondents from areas of 
healthy wolf populations, regional respondents were more 
likely to have livestock raising experience. Surprisingly, 
however, regional subjects display stronger wolf support than 
those from other states in all direct wolf sentiment attitude 
items. Regional respondents did understandably tend to 
respond strongly more often than other area respondents. 
Those from areas of healthy wolf populations, seemed regular­
ly more skeptical of wolf recovery; however, this category 
was significantly less educated than respondents from other 
states of residence. Less education, not residence, may be 
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the determining factor of this skepticism and the "no 
opinion" responses associated with this category. 
Item 15, who should pay the costs of livestock preda-
tions by wolves, generated interest as 5.8% of respondents 
attempted to resolve the issue with combinations of possible 
funding sources. Almost half the respondents, 48.2%, felt 
the government should incur the cost; but 28.5% felt the 
cost should be paid by conservation groups. The latter 
option was supported by respondents with strong "anti-wolf" 
sentiments. In contrast, only 16.3% of those with strong 
"pro-wolf" sentiments assigned the cost to conservation 
organizations. 
Regional respondents were the least likely group to 
place the cost on conservation groups. While only 8.1% of 
respondents from areas of healthy wolf populations responded 
that ranchers should pay the cost, 23.3% of regional respond­
ents assigned the cost to the rancher. 
Livestock raising experience tended to decrease the "no 
opinion" responses, particularly in re items 6, 8, 9, and 
11. However, there was no indication that experience raising 
livestock would predispose an individual to "pro" or "anti" 
wolf sentiments. Perhaps because the question failed to 
isolate sheep and cattle ranchers, the sample indicates a 
broader wolf constituency among livestock raisers than might 
be expected. It is also plausible that the popularly voiced 
complaints against predators are the fractious comments of a 
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minority of stockowners. Recent studies have found that 
ranchers in Montana's Mission Valley have favorable attitudes 
towards grizzly protection (Frost 1985). Indeed it would be 
interesting, though beyond the scope of this paper, to 
determine if the attitudes of all stockowners in nearby 
communities are represented by the more vocal organizations. 
The final variable examined in cross tabulation analysis 
was income. Income is usually a factor in attitude varia­
tions; however, this research produced no positive interac­
tion between levels of income and wolf attitudes. 
These basic demographics are not valid indicators of 
populations other than Park visitors. Hence, if a given 
attitude is found in the sample to be characteristic of 
regional respondents, one may not surmise that the attitude 
would be more prevalent among regional residents in the 
general public. The analysis was not dependent upon such 
population inferences for its potency. The analysis sought 
only to describe the Park visitors' attitudes towards 
wolves. It responded to a single question—Is the Park a 
proper place for wolves? This research gives voice to a 
previously silent population of Park visitors—a formidable 
population between two and three million persons. 
In an effort to summarize the data on attitudes, a 
single, new variable, (wolf sentiment), was created. The 
four direct sentiment statements and the question on the 
pursuit of reintroduction (items 1, 2, 4, 12, and 7) were 
cumulatively scored (items 2 and 12 reverse scored; and all 
subjects with a "0," response on any of the five items were 
omitted) to produce the variable. Scores of 5-9 were defined 
"pro-wolf"; 10-16 were neutral; and 17-25 were "anti-wolf" 
(Note: An individual with three no opinions and two disagree 
responses would be "anti-wolf," "pro-wolf" is much more 
acutely defined). 
Despite the strict definition, 571 respondents were 
categorized other than neutral; 81% of those were 
"pro-wolf." Obviously, wolf recovery in Yellowstone is 
widely favored by the Park visitor. While females, older 
respondents and lodgers were less expressive than their 
counterparts in "wolf-sentiment"; the majority of respond­
ents, even with these characteristics were supportive 
of wolves. 
V 
MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS 
"It's the truth that they all look for; 
It's something they must keep alive. 
Will the wolf survive?" (Los Lobos 1984). 
Extinction is a "natural" process; extermination is 
not. Although some species would disappear even if man were 
not present, it is the activities of man that are responsible 
for the tremendous reduction in species diversity that is 
currently occurring in the world (Myers 1979). Man has 
certainly been an effective element in the removal of Canis 
lupus from most of the United States. 
With the exception of the great deserts and the highest 
peaks of mountains, wolves had adapted to virtually every 
conceivable habitat in North America (Mech 1974). Their 
superior talents as generalized predators ensured their 
survival in a remarkable variety of ecosystems. Canis lupus 
irremotus ranged throughout the northern Rocky Mountains. 
Like many species that are competitors of man, the wolves 
were pressed into persistently diminishing ranges. 
Regardless of whether it was fear, envy, greed, egocen-
trism or ignorance, human attitudes were sufficiently intense 
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and singleminded to wage a long term assault on wolves. 
Wolves were eradicated; today, only dispersing individual 
wolves occupy the United States Northern Rockies portion of 
their former range, except for minimal pack activity in the 
Glacier National Park area. 
The attitudes that fostered years of intense antipathy 
towards the wolf are not as strong as they once were. The 
rock 'n roll refrain, that introduces the chapter, exempli­
fies the emergence of new concern among the general public in 
regard to wolf status. American culture has a much more 
widespread appreciation for wildlife than it has expressed 
traditionally. Attitudes about wildlife, particularly 
predators, have grown increasingly more complex in recent 
years (Kellert 1984). 
During the years that wildlife was managed for purely 
utilitarian motives, wolves and other predators were rarely 
accorded protection or consideration. As ecological, 
naturalistic, moralistic, and aesthetic dimensions of 
wildlife perception have emerged in the general public, so 
too have new constituencies formed. Man's interactions with 
wildlife are no longer governed by a single-minded public. 
While the public has nurtured these new appreciations of 
wildlife, the law has gradually evolved to reflect these 
concerns. Wildlife law has responded with an increasing 
array of regulations to govern the harvest and commercial 
interests in wildlife, the acquisition of necessary habitat, 
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and the considerations of impact on wildlife by human 
activities. 
The law mirrors the culture's collective mind, and has 
evolved to the admission that man must resolve difficulties 
created by past actions. The Endangered Species Act of 1973 
is the most comprehensive action to ensure that the needs of 
wildlife will be considered. When the affirmative duties of 
this Act are reviewed in conjunction with the mandates of the 
National Park Service Organic Act of 1916, it becomes clear 
that Congress intends that wolf recovery in Yellowstone be 
afforded every consideration (see chapter 2, pp. 21-30). 
Nonetheless, sentiment and law alone are not an adequate 
foundation for the resolution of the wolf's plight. Affect­
ing the lot of one species in its native setting is virtually 
impossible without affecting the fates of other species in 
the setting. The return of wolves to an ecosystem where they 
have for so long been absent, will require vigilance and 
careful planning. 
The major requirements of the wolf niche appear to be 
fulfilled by Yellowstone National Park and the surrounding 
wildlands. Extensive wilderness lands ensure wolves of the 
seclusion they require; ungulate populations will provide a 
suitable and adequate major prey base. The most substantial 
doubt that remains, as to the existence of a proper wolf 
niche in Yellowstone, is the availability of necessary 
secondary prey. I would suggest that this element of the 
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habitat be closely monitored, researched, and developed. 
There is evidence that some sort of mid-sized prey is a major 
element of the wolf diet (Fuller & Keith 1980; Carbyn 1983) . 
If wolves are reintroduced into Yellowstone, it would be wise 
to make the niche as attractive as possible to reduce the 
amount of subsequent emigration. 
Certainly the recovery of wolves poses a challenging 
series of questions to wildlife managers. Even if Park 
managers are fully assured that the legal and biological 
framework is proper for the return of wolves to Yellowstone, 
they are mandated to serve the interests of the public. 
Antipathy from traditional views and the'mythical image of 
wolves, linger in the culture. New groups with nonconsump-
tive interests in wildlife are using the wolf and other 
"charismatic megafauna" as the totem for their causes. 
Livestock organizations continue to exaggerate the danger of 
wolves (Helle 1984, Johnson 1984). What is the public 
interest? 
Behavioral and attitudinal research is a tool of recent, 
but increasing, interest to wildlife and resource managers. 
Constituency identification is one of several management 
contexts that has been isolated, wherein information about 
human perceptions on management issues may be useful (Kellert 
1983). Knowledge of the public's attitudes assists the 
manager in making policy decisions and in marketing these 
decisions once they have been made. 
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The central purpose of the thesis was the identification 
of a constituency, Park visitors. "Historically, sportsmen 
and rural groups were overwhelmingly the dominant constitu­
ency of wildlife management" (Kellert 1983). The more highly 
educated and upper income brackets of the national popula­
tion, characteristic of Park visitors according to this data, 
have had little influence on wildlife policy. Local communi­
ties have forums where their interests can be heard; local 
residents frequently influence Park policies. I selected the 
Park visitor constituency for identification because it has a 
definite vested interest, and yet, is usually unheard and 
undefined. 
Park visitors are transient and heterogeneous; two 
factors which inhibit any coalition into an integrated 
political voice. This research has successfully identified 
the sentiments of Park visitors. The findings indicate that 
Park visitors would favor a return of wolves to Yellowstone 
(Chapter IV). Survey respondents supported reintroduction, 
if natural recovery was not possible, by a three to one 
margin. 
Respondents did not feel that wolf recovery should be 
subordinated to various human interests (Table 4, p.45). 
Should wolves not be returned to Yellowstone because they 
might kill some livestock? Five to one respondents disagreed 
with the idea that livestock predations were an adequate 
reason to block wolf recovery. 
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Park visitors do not seem to require a great deal of 
education on this issue. Their response concurs with the 
perspectives of most wildlife specialists: wolves are not a 
major threat to human safety, wolves would help maintain 
balanced wildlife populations in the Park, and neither 
livestock nor "game" animal predation pose insurmountable 
problems. 
If wolf-awareness programs are established, they should 
be directed towards an older, less educated audience. The 
latter is less likely to attend museums or other structured 
learning exhibits. Perhaps an understated, long-term 
approach to the development of a realistic perception of 
wolves is all the Park should have to offer in conjunction 
with a recovery program. 
By a margin of six to one, Park visitors indicated that 
a presence of wolves would improve the Yellowstone experience 
(Table 3, p.43). The data on every item encourage the 
restoration of wolves to the Park. With this information 
Park managers are enabled to make more responsive and 
equitable decisions. Only by understanding the breadth and 
depth of public attitudes can wildlife managers serve their 
public trust. 
The Wolf Recovery Plan has suggested Yellowstone 
National Park as a suitable site for wolf reintroduction. 
Aesthetic, cultural, legal and ecological arguments justify 
this goal. This research has now supplemented these argu­
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ments with empirically defined public desire for wolf 
restoration in Yellowstone. While minority opinions may 
persist in persecution of wolves, the great majority of Park 
visitors have clearly advised— 
Yellowstone is a proper place for wolves. 
Appendix A 
The following life history is a summary account of the 
biological knowledge of Canis lupus. It provides a neces­
sary and rudimentary background to the body of this thesis. 
While it is thoroughly referenced, the Appendix draws 
largely on the seminal works of L. David Mech and Barry 
H. Lopez which combine to fully detail the biology of Canis 
lupus. 
LIFE HISTORY - CANIS LUPUS 
In 1758, when Linnaeus first named the wolf, Canis 
lupus ranged across the entire northern hemisphere above 20 
degrees latitude (i.e. Holartic) (Atkinson-Berg 1983). With 
the exceptions of large arid deserts and high mountain tops, 
wolves had adapted to virtually every conceivable habitat. 
Their superior talents as generalized predators provided 
their success throughout an astounding variety of ecosys­
tems. 
Canis lupus is one of eight species in the genus, 
Canis, of the family, Canidae, and the order, Carnivora 
(Goldman 1944). The wide distribution of wolves in varied 
habitats left evolutionary imprints; therefore, several 
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subspecies have been listed. Goldman's classic taxonomy 
defines twenty-three subspecies in North America alone. 
This and other subspecies listings have been questioned by 
wildlife biologists who consider the data inadequate 
foundation for defining subspecies (Mech 1970). 
Subspecies delineations were based on cranial features, 
pelage, size and geographic distribution. Recently, re­
searchers are emphasizing new variations among wolves—hunt­
ing techniques, pack size, range and diet (Lopez, 1978). 
The subspecies listing may have been legitimate or merely 
records of individual variation; in either case, only 
remnant populations of wolves remain after years of human 
persecution. These populations can only represent a 
fraction of the original genetic reservoir. Taxonomists 
today concede that the only valid subspecies delineation 
would be a simple dichotomy—Northern and Southern Canis 
lupus (Wright personal communication 1985). 
Viable wolf populations remain in areas of Alaska and 
Canada; however, these areas, obviously, are only a slight 
portion of their former range. This free-ranging and widely 
successful predator suffered great reductions of population 
due to the extermination efforts of man. While there is 
evidence to indicate that the disappearance of wolves is not 
wholly attributable to human actions, man has proven to be 
the wolf's greatest enemy. 
It is an ironical, albeit not atypical, human equivoca­
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tion that allows our antipathy towards the closest feral 
relative of "man's best friend." Indeed the examination of 
wolves' physical characteristics must commence with observa­
tions of similarity and distinction between the wolf and 
other species of the same genus. 
The three species that bear the greatest resemblance to 
the wolf are Canis familiaris (domestic dog), latrans 
(coyote), and rufus is the largest of the Canidae except a 
few breeds of C. familiaris. The breeds that he most 
notably resembles, German shepherd and husky, can be 
differentiated from the wolf by cranial measurements. The 
orbital angle of the wolf's skull is between 40 and 45 
degrees, contrasting with the angle of 53 degrees or greater 
in the dog's skull (mech 1974). The wolf's skull is, 
therefore, somewhat flatter in appearance. C. lupus is 
easily distinguished from C. latrans (coyote) by his size, 
broader snout, short ears and proportionally smaller brain 
case. C. rufus is an intermediate species between c. lupus 
and C. latrans (Nowak 1970). 
Classification of mammals relies heavily on factors of 
dentition. The mouth of wolves is a specialized killing 
tool. The elongated jaw houses 42 teeth and combines with 
strong masseter muscles to generate a crushing power of 
1,500 pounds per square inch (nearly twice the power of a 
similar sized German shepherd) (Lopez 1978). The teeth and 
jaws must be strong enough to crush bones for the marrow. 
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Juvenile deciduous teeth are fully replaced by five 
months with an adult dental structure (Schonberner 1965). 
Long canines (26 mm) serve to seize the prey, carnassials to 
snip and tear away sinew, and molars to crush. The pattern 
of 42 teeth is: i-3/3; c-1/1; p-4/4; m-2/3 (Goldman 1944). 
Dental sculpture allows distinctions between various 
canids. The wolf has an elongated upper carnassial (p4) and 
protocone is absent or rudimentary in true wolves. The 
lower carnassial (n^) is longer than the upper. Posterior 
lower molars are often absent in one or both sides (Goldman 
1944) . 
The cranium is elongated and tapered anteriorly in 
C. lupus. with shortened post orbital processes of the 
frontals and zygomata separated by a wide opening. Canis is 
differentiated from genera Vulpes. Urocvon. and Alopex by 
the frontals and adjoining bones. Neither cranial nor 
dentition variations are common in lupus (Mech 1974). 
The wolf is a large canid, though not as enormous as it 
is popularly conceived. Adult females weigh between 40 and 
120 pounds and measure total length from 4i feet to 6 feet. 
The larger males may weight from 45 to 175 pounds and are 
sometimes as long as 6\ feet (Lopez 1978; Mech 1970). 
Wolves have very long legs suitably adapted for long-term 
travel at 5 m.p.h. Canis lupus can run short distances at 
45 m.p.h. (Mech 1974). 
The wolf is not equipped with dagger-like fangs, nor is 
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he as large as the public imagines; yet, it is germane to 
note the very large feet characteristic of lupus. When 
compared to a dog of similar size and weight, (e.g., a 
German Shepherd) the wolf's track may be easily twice the 
size of the dog's (Lopez 1978). 
Pelage is another important physical characteristic of 
the wolf. The wolf's coat is a remarkable insulating 
adaption of two layers (Mech 1974). The soft, light-colored 
underfus is fine and dense. It lies protected beneath a 
layer of long guard hairs that shed moisture. No similar 
species have such a specialized insulation; it enables 
wolves to function in temperatures less than 40 below zero 
Fahrenheit (Mech 1974). Much of the underfur is shed during 
the spring and does not grow back until the cooler tempera­
tures of fall. The coat is thick throughout except on 
the muzzle and legs. In conjunction with the wolf's adapta­
tions to cold climates, one should note the short ears 
which are less sensitive to the cold (Lopez 1978). 
The color of pelage is highly varied. From pure white 
to black, lupus' coats may be any of several stages of 
blond, cream, gray, or brown. There is no evidence that 
color serves a camouflage function (Lopez 1978); this may be 
due to the fact that wolves have historically not been 
subject to predation with the recent exception of man. 
Although most white wolves are in the far north, black 
wolves may live in snow and white wolves might not. 
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Courtship among wolves is fairly complex and may last a 
month or more just prior to the breeding season. The 
courtship is consummated by copulation during the estrus 
period of five to seven days (Mech 1974). The receptive 
period will occur sometime between January and April; the 
variation is a function of latitude, because animals further 
north breed later into spring. Breeding usually occurs 
every year in this time period (Mech 1974). The lengthy 
courtship is mirrored by canid coupling which iStself may 
last 30 minutes. These combine as a partial correlate of 
"wolf monogamy" and pack unity. The term "wolf monogamy" 
refers only to mate preference and suggests nothing of 
exclusive courtship. 
Gestation lasts 63 days (Rausch 1967). April and May 
are the common months for litter arrivals. Size of litters 
may range from one to 13 but the average is six young. 
There are 10 mammae (Goldman 1944). The pups are born in a 
den that has been excavated for that purpose, usually six to 
eight feet deep and dog-legged into a hollow. The young are 
born blind and quite defenseless. The den may be used year 
after year by the same or successive wolves (Mech 1970). 
At two weeks the pups open their eyes, and, by the 
third week, the milk teeth are present (Schonberner 1965). 
The den is their world for about two months, or three weeks 
after they have been weaned (Mech 1974). At two months, the 
life of travel is begun; the pups are moved to a ground 
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nest. Every two weeks thereafter, the pups are relocated to 
new nests—"rendezvous sites" for the pack. The pack life 
revolves around the litter of pups and the various nest 
sites. This pattern persists at least until October and 
possibly through the winter (Mech 1974). When the pups are 
nearly full grown at 60 pounds, they will abandon the 
rendezvous sites to travel with the pack (Mech 1974). 
Wolves may attain sexual maturity at two years, but 
rarely breed until the following year (Mech 1974). Breeding 
activity and litter size seem to be a function of food 
availability and wolf population densities. The selection 
of which wolves will breed or if a litter will be produced 
at all are socially defined by the pack (Lopez 1978). 
Almost invariably, the "alpha" female is the only one to 
breed (Mech 1970). Guarding and rearing the young is often 
a constant obligation of a "beta" female, but it is, as 
well, a frequent activity for all pack members (Wright, 
personal communication 1985). 
The pups suffer a high mortality rate during the first 
five months as more than 60% will die. In the next half 
year the mortality rate diminishes to 45%. After attaining 
sexual maturity (age two for females, three for males) the 
survival rate will remain around 80% (Mech 1970). Wolves 
may live 16 years, but an age of nine or ten is old (Lopez 
1978) . 
Wolves are not preyed upon except occasionally by bears 
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and frequently by man (Lopez 1978). The survival rates are 
often a product of disease. Internal and external parasites 
are a persistent problem (Mech 1970). Tapeworms and round­
worms (both of which can infect man) are the most signifi­
cant internal parasites. Lice, fleas, and ticks are 
recurrent. Various malignancies may occur in wolves; rabies 
and distemper are virulent diseases to which Canis lupus has 
a marked susceptibility (Mech 1974). Injuries or infections 
can easily impair one of their highly specialized senses, 
thus insuring the wolf's death. Their environmental and 
predatory life is frought with peril, where small injuries, 
so easily sustained, can rapidly escalate to fatality. 
Cursorial animals that hunt by pursuit, began to evolve 
during the Paleocene nearly 60 million years ago (Atkinson-
Berg 1983)). Creodonts, or Primitive Carnivora, were the 
common ancestor to both Canidae and Felidae, to both the 
wolf and the saber-tooth tiger. During the Miocene this 
lineage broke into two distinct branches. The Canidae are 
characterized by long, slender limbs and non-retractile 
claws which were adapted for speed on open ground. The 
Felidae, or cat family, conversely developed short limbs 
with retractile claws. They also did not possess the 
elongated jaw which is diagnostic in the Canidae; their 
short jaw is more suitable for holding prey than slashing. 
Concomitant with the physical differences between these 
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two lineages, different hunting strategies evolved (Lopez 
1978). Felidae practice concealment and ambush; they pounce 
suddenly to pinion the prey. This type of hunting is 
conducive to a solitary lifestyle. Canidae, by contrast, 
developed group cursorial hunting techniques, appropriate to 
their physical characteristics. A dependence on group 
hunting led to a highly evolved social behavior. (Note: 
Not all Canidae exhibit pack behavior, though it is charac­
teristic of wolves. Pack hunting by coyotes in Yellowstone 
has recently been documented (Landis, 1985)). 
Tomarctus was the early precursor to the modern Cani­
dae. Only a million years ago—a moment in the geological 
time scale—the wolf's immediate ancestor, Canis. emerged. 
Canis was a superior hunter and employed rudimentary social 
structures for cooperative hunting. 
Communal hunting is the basic activity t hat creates 
pack cohesion (Mech 1970). The Nunamuit Eskimos believe 
that wolves know how to find caribou, that some pack members 
take no part in killing and that others specialize in 
killing only small game. Most importantly, they have 
realized that hunting is, for wolves, a team activity (Lopez 
1978). 
Wolves are a well-adapted and successful cursorial 
hunter. Their primary prey base is large mammalia. 
Odocoileus (deer), Alces alces (moose), Ranqifer taranadus 
(caribou), Cervus elaphus (New World elk), and Ovis (moun­
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tain sheep) are the most common large prey. Castor canaden­
sis (beaver) and Lepus americanus (snowshoe hares) are the 
smallest regular prey in a wolf's diet (Carbyn 1983). In 
addition, wolves eat domestic livestock, buffalo, hares, 
mice, squirrels, grouse, geese and marmots (Mech 1974) . 
Occasionally, wolves will eat carrion, and, given the proper 
situation, may be adept fishers (Bromley 1973) . 
Most of their predation is characterized by taking the 
vulnerable members of prey populations: the old, the young 
or the injured (Carbyn 1983). When pursuing large prey, 
wolves function as a pack. They first attack the rump, 
slashing at the hams and eventually harassing the animal 
into exhaustion. Once the prey is dropped, the wolves may 
tear into the abdominal cavity and begin to ingest the 
entrails before the prey is dead (Mech 1970). Savage 
perhaps, but it is efficient. 
Actual kill rates show considerable variance (Mech 
1970). As with most predators, wolves cycle through a 
feast-or-famine existence. Wolves commonly go without food 
for three to 14 days. However, when they kill a moose, or a 
caribou, an individual wolf may eat 15 or 20 pounds of meat 
before leaving the carcass (Mech 1970). Wolf diet is mainly 
muscle meat, but they do eat most of the prey's organs 
except the stomach and its contents. Usually the prey is 
devoured except for stomach and larger bones; nonethe­
less, wolves will, on occasion, kill more than they eat 
(Carbyn 1983). 
The wolf is an excellent hunter and yet frequently 
appears inefficient. Mech (1966) reports that wolf attacks 
on moose result in a kill only 8% of the time. Many of the 
attacks not leading to a kill may be testing potential 
quarry to determine the vulnerability of the individual. 
Because their skill and tactical acumen is above question, 
wolf attacks may well be part of the selection process (Mech 
1966). 
The chase of prey is usually no more than three miles, 
but wolves may stalk prey over considerably greater dis­
tances (Mech 1974). Most wolf activity is during crepuscul­
ar hours but travel is often greatest during the night. A 
24 hour period may see wolves course up to 45 miles across 
their home range. 
Packs occupy exclusive home ranges, while lone wolves 
must cover larger areas because they may be exiled and 
pursued by resident packs. A pack range may vary in size 
from 50 to 5,000 square miles (Mech 1974). This does not 
imply any permanent boundaries as the shape and extent of 
territory are governed by several factors and may change 
through the course of the year. 
Total available land, density of local wolf popula­
tions, prey densities, types of prey, spatial behaviors of 
prey, ecosystem structure, and human interferences are all 
major determinants of home range dimensions. Considering 
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that caribou migrate over great distances, some wolves will 
have an equally large range. Both predator and prey would 
migrate annually 200 miles from tundra to tiaga to tundra 
again (Kuyt 1972). When the prey base is more localized, 
wolves will have a more strictly limited and enforced 
territory. 
Packs pass territorial dominance from one generation to 
the next (Mech 1970). Territories expand and contract 
according to prey availability; and if a wolf population 
becomes very large the pack may split and disperse. Wolf 
densities are maximized at approximately one wolf per 10 
square miles (Mech 1970). Neighboring packs maintain 
"buffer zones" in much the same way that Indian tribes did 
in order to minimize conflicts. Wolves avoid the edges or 
outside of their territory. Dispersal wolves, coyotes, and 
even prey are known to exploit these "refugia" (Rogers, et 
al. 1980). 
Territoriality and hunting are only the first indica­
tors of the wolf's extensive social behavior that is both 
inter- and intra-specific. Most social behavior is pack 
oriented because they function together to hunt, feed, and 
breed. There is strong suggestion that social structures 
maintain the pack over time and allow the "enculturation" of 
young, wolf pups require the pack setting to learn to live 
in the wild (Mech 1970). 
The pack is the family unit containing five to eight 
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members though it may be extended. The largest verified 
North American pack is 3 6 (Rausch 1967). A strong familial 
bond is generated and fostered through the rearing proce­
dures cited earlier. Reproduction, not recruitment, is the 
major basis for membership replacement; therefore, reproduc­
tion is a rigidly governed social behavior (Mech 1970). 
Because of the social implications of their individual 
activities, wolves develop clearly defined dominance hier­
archies (Lopez 1978). In a nuclear family pack the arrange­
ment is usually a linear dominance: male, female, pups. 
The young will develop an extension of the hierarchy among 
themselves. As pack size increases, so does the sophistica­
tion of their dominance structures. A separate male and 
female hierarchy usually exists. The "alpha" male and 
"alpha" female are the usual breeding pair. During the 
breeding season the "alpha" female is extremely aggressive. 
This assures that she will be the only female to successful­
ly breed, a reasonable strategy because her pups alone will 
require the attention of the entire pack. 
Dominance is frequently based on age (Mech 1970), but 
litter dominance hierarchies also occur. Cross-sex domi­
nance occurs only when age level is a concomitant factor. 
Most packs are led by a dominant "alpha" male; however, 
observers must control their anthropomorphic enthusiasm. 
Females are often influential in pack decisions. The 
"alpha" female may lead a pack and always decides where to 
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den (Mech 1970). This has major hunting implications. The 
reader should also be apprised that a single "alpha" female 
may survive a succession of "alpha" males (Lopez 1978). 
Wolves engage in a variety of social and play activi­
ties and many of these interactions are characterized by 
displays of dominance or submission (Schenkel 1947). The 
dominant posture is defined by a stiff-legged stance with 
tail and ears erect, the teeth are bared and the mane 
bristles. Submission may be active or passive, each of 
which is similar to postures learned by pups for feeding or 
cleaning attentions from adults. Active submission is 
cowering and lowering hind quarters while thrusting the 
tongue at the mouth of the dominant wolf. Passive submis­
sion is displayed by rolling on the back and holding the 
paws close to the body. Either posture may be intensified 
by whining or urinating. 
In addition to gesture and posture, wolves employ two 
other means of communication: vocalizations and scent 
marking. Wolves may bark, growl, or whine, but howling is, 
of course, their most salient vocal trait. Evidence 
supports the contention that howling functions to facilitate 
pack assembly and, perhaps secondarily, as territorial 
advertisement (Mech 1970). The "howling ceremony" is a 
total social behavior, wherein all social institutions find 
simultaneous expression. Howling may be a ritualistic 
observance that defines and reaffirms existing social 
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relations and organic solidarity (Sharp 1982). 
Most of the aforementioned behavior is pack oriented, 
but scent marking is directed beyond the pack (Kleinman 
1966). Packs may purposefully reduce interpack confronta­
tions, as noted in earlier mention of "buffer zones," and 
lone wolves must often avoid packs as an encounter could 
prove fatal. Sharp (1982) suggests subtle connections 
between lone wolves and neighboring packs; however, such 
speculation is valuable mostly as demonstration of how 
little is known of wolf sociology. Investigation in this 
arena is in its rudimentary stage. 
The second type of ecological interaction is inter­
specific (between different species) encounters. Not only 
are the wolves master predators but they are, as well, 
peerless competitors. Felis concolor (cougar) is perhaps 
the only animal, other than man, that can successfully 
compete with wolves (Mech 1974). Evidence indicates that 
wolves reduce populations of coyote, Lvnx canadennsis. and 
Gulo qulo (wolverine) (Mech 1970). Social relations are 
maintained with a number of scavengers that feed on carrion 
left by wolves. Of these scavengers, Haliaeetus leucocepha-
lus (bald eagles), Vulpes (foxes), and Corvis corax (ravens) 
are the most notable. The interspecific bond with ravens 
seems to be the most rewarding for both species and is 
relatively complex (Lopez). 
The only animals of which the wolf must be genuinely 
cautious (again excepting Homo sapiens^ are Ursidae (large 
bears). The wolf is social on many levels, and in a consid 
erably more complex fashion than research to date can 
purport to explain. 
Appendix B 
The English legacy to early American law was ironically 
very protective of wildlife (Bean 1983). In England, 
wildlife was a symbol of prestige, conserved only for those 
of appropriate social status. From its earliest stages, 
however, the American culture was different. The abundant 
wildlife resource, like so many of our natural resources, 
was available to whomever was willing to contest and conquer 
it. Early state law was designed to exploit wildlife. 
Initial wildlife regulations were created to meet the 
demands of sport. Sport was also the major concern of early 
federal involvement in game management. The earliest state 
and federal efforts to protect wildlife were to provide a 
sustainable hunting harvest. 
Wildlife regulations are governed by four general 
purposes: "taking," commerce, acquisition of habitat, and 
considerations of impact on wildlife by development. The 
first two were the focus of initial legislation; however, 
recent federal law has refined and expanded its perspectives 
to attend to the latter two concerns as well. 
The National Wildlife Refuge System Administrative Act 
of 1966 (16 U.S.C.A. §§ 668dd-668ee), the Multiple-Use, 
Sustained Yield Act of 1960 (U.S.C.A. §§ 528-31) as it 
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refined the Forest Service Organic Act of 1897 (16 
U.S.C.A. § 476), and the Sikes Act Extension of 1974 
provided the primary courses through which the federal 
government could acquire habitat for wildlife protection. 
In the Refuge System the primary purpose of land preserva­
tion is for wildlife; in the Forest System, wildlife 
purposes are one of the multiple use concerns for reserva­
tion of land. The Sikes Act was a mandatory extension to 
the multiple-use theory. 
The federal government also may acquire habitat in land 
reserved for specific purposes other than wildlife. The 
National Park System is such property where natural resource 
protection (including wildlife) is a secondary purpose of 
the reservation. The National Park Act (16 U.S.C.A. 
§§ l-18f) allows the Secretary considerable discretion in 
park management, "however, the national parks obviously have 
substantial importance for many types of wildlife because 
they function as one more mechanism to preserve needed 
habitat" (Bean, 1983) . 
The final concern of wildlife regulations is that of 
possible impacts on wildlife by human developments. Such 
concern is the most obvious legal reaction to the changing 
cultural attitudes towards wildlife. A series of federal 
actions beginning with the Fish and Wildlife Coordination 
Act of 1934 (16 U.S.C.A. §§ 661-667) and its subsequent 
amendments of 1946 and 1958 have mandated broader considera­
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tions of the needs of wildlife. Because this action 
was hortatory only it was more gesture than substance. The 
Sikes Act, Clean Water Act, and ultimately the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) did create a serious legal 
force for the protection of wildlife. "[NEPA] may also be 
among the most important federal statutes for the protection 
of wildlife, yet it never so much as mentions the word 
•wildlife1" (Bean, 1983). To date, the two most important 
cases for wildlife under NEPA may be NRDC v. Grant (1972) 
and Minnesota PIRG v. Butz (1974). Both cases seem to be 
valid indicators that wildlife will be a considered part of 
"the human environment" which the act exists to protect. 
This cursory summary of wildlife legal history illus­
trates a gradual invasion of federal authority into an 
area once viewed as state controlled. As the history of 
mineral resource law also indicates, the long term abdica­
tion of federal power does not preclude its eventual 
emergence (United States v. Weiss. 1981). Some basic 
questions were raised over the constitutionality of federal 
involvement in wildlife regulation. Geer v. Connecticut 
(161 U.S. 519 (1896)) was for some time cited as evidence of 
states' rights to wildlife as property. Federal interven­
tion was deemed appropriate only in cases of national scope 
and interstate commerce. 
Likewise, with the Lacey Act of 1900 (16 U.S.C.A. § 
701) which forbade interstate commerce of illegally taken 
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animals, and the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1913, 1918 (16 
U.S.C.A. §§ 703-711) Congress did little to overrule state 
game policies. It wasn't until 1964 that Congress began, 
finally, to accept its constitutional powers to control or 
protect wildlife on a national scale (Bean 1983). 
Kleope v. New Mexico (426 U.S. 529 (1976)) showed that 
even in the '70s Congress was continuing to minimize its 
authority. "[That case] left open the question whether the 
federal government could regulate the taking of wildlife off 
federal lands. The court need not have been so reticent, 
because Congress clearly has the power to do so under the 
treaty and commerce clauses" (Coggins 1980). 
Coggins went on to conclude the question of constitu­
tionality that had been contested for several years (Boyd 
1970). "Federal wildlife laws will withstand constitutional 
c h a l l e n g e  a n d  w i l l  p r e e m p t  c o n f l i c t i n g  s t a t e  l a w  . . . .  
Once the beliefs about the inherent right of state agencies 
to manage wildlife free of federal influence (but with 
federal money) are overcome, a more productive wildlife 
management may emerge. The narrow orientation and intransi­
gence of states and state agencies, responsible only 
to relatively small and self-interested constituencies, 
brought the federal government into the field of wildlife 
management. The federal government is there to stay" 
(Coggins 1980). 
The Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973 (16 U.S.C.A. 
§§ 1531-1543) evolved from two previous efforts by Con­
gress. The first E.S.A. in 1966 was an attempt to expand 
upon the very limited acts that protected bald eagles and 
anadromous fish. In 1969 the second act was a mild revision 
to include endangered foreign species. The federal govern­
ment paved numerous inroads into wildlife regulations which 
provided the foundation for the Endangered Species Act. The 
Marine Mammal Protection Act (16 U.S.C.A. §§ 1361-1407) and 
the Wild, Free-Roaming Horses and Burros Act of 1971 (16 
U.S.C.A. §§ 1331-1340) were two statutes that developed the 
language and concepts of the subsequent ESA. The ESA was 
truly the most radical and far reaching effort to protect 
and conserve endangered species. The federal government was 
indeed here to stay. "Any state law or regulation respect­
ing the taking of an endangered species or threatened 
species may be more restrictive than the exemptions or 
permits provided for in this chapter or in any regulation 
which implements this chapter but not less restrictive than 
the prohibitions so defined" (16 U.S.C.A. § 1535f(2)). 
APPENDIX C 
TABLE 8: Proportions of overnight Yellowstone visitors' responses to Item 1, 
wolf sentiment, compared by categories of significantly related variables. 
"Having wolves in the Park would improve the Yellowstone experience." 
%AS %A %NO %D %DS 
M
l 
, 
X
I 
Entire Population 30.9 43.2 13.3 8.0 4.5 NA 
Sex: Males 36.0 41.3 12.3 6.1 4.4 19.35 
Females 24.8 45.3 14.9 10.6 4.5 
Age: 18-25 33.6 47.9 13.0 2.7 2.7 32.67/.001 
26-40 31.9 44.9 12.9 7.1 3.1 
41-65 31.4 39.9 13.3 10.4 5.6 
65 & over 14.3 42.9 71.5 12.7 12.7 
Educ: H.S. 25.7 45.5 13.4 9.0 6.3 25.38 
Some College 34.3 44.0 8.8 9.3 3.7 
College Grad. 27.5 47.1 16.0 7.8 1.6 
Grad. Educ. 36.5 38.6 14.4 5.1 5.4 
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TABLE 9: Proportions of overnight Yellowstone visitors' responses to Item 2, 
wolf sentiment, compared by categories of significantly related variables. 
"Wolves and humans are natural enemies that cannot coexist." 
%AS %A %NO %D %DS x- P.= 
Entire Population 1.9 6.6 11.1 50.2 30.2 NA NA 
Sex: Males 2.0 5.7 9.1 48.1 35.0 17.02 .0019 
Females 1.5 7.7 13.2 53.2 24.4 
Age: 18-25 4.1 14.4 8.9 50.7 21.9 50.84 .0000 
26-40 4.1 12.0 7.7 49.8 26.3 
41-65 5.3 16.8 11.8 44.7 21.4 
65 & over 8.3 26.7 11.7 43.4 10.0 
Educ: H.S. 2.6 11.5 16.4 46.5 23.0 44.38 .0000 
Some College 1.4 3.7 10.7 54.9 29.3 
College Grad. 1.2 3.7 8.6 53.1 33.5 
Grad. Educ. 2.2 4.3 7.9 47.8 37.8 
Park Res: Camp 1.3 6.2 9.4 51.5 31.5 12.98 .0114 
Lodge 3.1 7.5 15.0 47.2 27.2 
TABLE 10: Proportions of overnight Yellowstone visitors' responses to Item 4, 
wolf sentiment, compared by categories of significantly related variables. 
"Wolves should still have a place in modern-day Yellowstone Park." 
%AS %A %NO %D %DS 
X
I
 P.= 
Entire Population 37.3 44.3 8.3 6.6 3.5 NA NA 
Sex: Males 41.9 41.9 7.1 5.7 3.4 13.44 .009 
Females 31.5 47.4 9.9 7.8 3.4 
Age: 18-25 40.7 49.0 4.8 2.8 2.8 37.50 .0002 
26-40 39.4 44.7 7.5 5.7 2.7 
41-65 36.8 42.3 8.7 8.5 3.7 
65 & over 16.4 42.6 19.7 11.5 9.8 
Residence: U.S. 37.8 43.6 9.0 6.1 3.6 26.80 .0082 
Regional 50.0 37.7 3.8 4.7 3.8 
Wolf areas 19.7 55.7 11.5 11.5 1.6 
Educ: H.S. 30.8 46.6 9.4 9.0 4.1 26.36 .0095 
Some College 41.7 43.1 8.8 4.2 2.3 
College Grad. 33.7 46.9 11.5 5.3 2.5 
Grad. Educ. 45.0 39.9 5.0 5.4 4.7 
Park Res: Camp 39.7 44.1 7.8 5.3 3.1 11.97 .0176 
Lodge 31.9 44.7 9.4 9.7 4.4 
TABLE 11: Proportions of overnight Yellowstone visitors' responses to Item 12 
wolf sentiment, compared by categories of significantly related variables. 
"Because we have wolves in Canada, etc., we don't need them in Yellowstone." 
%AS %A %NO %D %DS X- P.= 
Entire Population 2.8 5.7 12.2 44.3 35.0 NA NA 
Sex: Males 2.0 5.9 10.8 41.3 40.0 17.07 .0019 
Females 3.6 5.6 13.9 48.3 28.6 
Age: 18-25 0.7 1.4 11.6 41.1 45.2 63.36 .0000 
26-40 1.9 3.5 10.8 46.6 37.2 
41-65 3.7 9.8 11.6 43.7 31.2 
65 & over 9.8 8.2 27.9 37.7 16.4 
Residence: U.S. 2.7 6.1 12.6 44.9 33.7 22.19 .035 
Regional 3.8 4.7 7.5 33.0 50.9 
Wolf areas 3.2 1.6 15.9 55.6 23.8 
Educ: H.S. 4.1 9.3 10.7 50.0 25.9 39.67 .0001 
Some College 2.8 4.6 13.4 38.4 40.7 
College Grad. 0.8 4.1 13.9 48.8 32.4 
Grad. Educ. 3.2 4.0 9.7 38.5 44.6 
Park Res: Camp 2.4 4.4 12.1 43.0 38.1 16.39 .0025 
Lodge 3.8 8.8 12.5 47.2 27.8 
TABLE 12: Proportions of overnight Yellostone visitors' responses to Item 3, 
wolf-human conflicts, compared by categories of significntly related 
variables. 
"I would be afraid to hike in the Park if wolves were present." 
%AS %A %NO %D %DS X- P.= 
Entire Population 4.8 14.9 9.5 47.7 23.1 NA NA 
Sex: Males 3.9 10.0 8.7 49.4 28.0 38.42 .0000 
Females 5.8 20.9 10.5 45.9 16.9 
Age: 18-25 4.1 14.4 8.9 50.7 21.9 24.55 .0171 
26-40 4.1 12.0 7.7 49.8 26.3 
41-65 5.3 16.8 11.8 44.7 21.4 
65 St over 8.3 26.7 11.7 43.3 10.0 
Residence: U.S. 4.7 15.4 9.2 48.6 22.2 26.45 .0092 
Regional 6.6 6.6 8.5 39.6 38.7 
Wolf areas 4.8 14.5 9.7 53.2 17.7 
Educ: H.S. 6.0 20.2 13.1 43.1 17.6 23.97 .0205 
Some College 4.1 13.4 10.1 48.4 24.0 
College Grad. 3.7 11.8 9.0 50.6 24.0 
Grad. Educ. 4.3 11.9 6.9 49.5 27.4 
Park Res: Camp 1.3 6.2 9.4 51.5 31.5 12.98 .0114 
Lodge 3.1 7.5 15.0 47.2 27.2 
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TABLE 13: Proportions of overnight Yellowstone visitors' responses to Item 8, 
wolf-human conflicts, compared by categories of significantly related 
variables. 
"Wolves should not be returned to Yellowstone because they might kill some livestock 
on area ranches." 
%AS %A %NO %P %DS X- P.= 
Entire Population 2.3 11.4 19.7 46.8 19.9 NA NA 
Sex: Males 2.4 10.6 18.2 44.1 24.7 20.63 .0004 
Females 2.2 12.3 21.5 50.5 13.5 
Age: 18-25 0.7 11.1 17.4 48.6 22.2 33.17 .0009 
26-40 1.3 9.6 18.4 48.7 22.0 
41-65 3.2 12.7 20.3 45.4 18.5 
65 & over 8.2 18.0 31.1 36.1 6.6 
Residence: U.S. 1.9 11.6 20.3 46.5 19.6 25.76 .0012 
Regional 5.7 7.5 13.2 45.5 32.1 
Wolf areas 1.6 15.5 30.2 42.9 9.5 
Educ: H.S. 3.4 15.0 23.6 46.4 11.6 29.54 .0033 
Some College 3.2 7.4 20.5 47.7 22.2 
College Grad. 0.8 9.9 18.5 47.7 23.0 
Grad. Educ. 2.2 9.7 16.2 47.1 24.8 
Ranch EXD: None 1.8 10.7 21.7 46.5 19.3 16.71 .0333 
1-3 years 2.4 9.7 11.3 52.4 24.2 
> 3 years 4.2 15.6 17.2 43.2 19.8 
Park Res: Camp 2.4 9.6 18.1 48.3 21.6 15.41 .0039 
Lodge 1.9 15.6 23.4 43.3 15.9 
TABLE 14: Proportions of overnight Yellowstone visitors' responses to Item 9, 
wolf-human conflicts, compared by categories of significantly related 
variables. 
"If wolves would reduce big-game hunting opportunities near the Park, 
I don't want them in Yellowstone.'' 
%AS %A %NO %0 %DS X- P.= 
Entire Population 2.8 9.5 21.5 35.6 30.7 NA NA 
Age: 18-25 2.1 7.7 18.2 33.6 38.5 38.25 .0001 
26-40 1.9 6.5 20.5 36.0 35.1 
41-65 3.8 12.9 22.3 36.2 24.9 
65 & over 5.1 16.9 32.2 33.9 11.9 
Educ: H.S. 5.3 12.8 24.5 40.0 17.4 50.57 .0000 
Some College 2.3 8.4 21.9 33.0 34.4 
College Grad. 1.7 7.0 19.8 39.7 31.8 
Grad. Educ. 2.2 8.0 17.8 29.3 42.8 
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TABLE 15: Proportions of overnight Yellowstone visitors' responses to Item 5, 
dimensions of fear, compared by categories of significantly related 
variables. 
"I would fear for children if wolves were present in the Park." 
%AS %A %NO %R %DS X- P.= 
Entire Population 7.3 18.6 12.1 45.8 16.2 NA NA 
Sex: Males 6.0 16.8 13.4 44.7 19.0 14.90 .0049 
Females 8.9 20.8 10.4 47.6 12.3 
Age: 18-25 5.5 21.2 12.3 47.3 13.7 36.38 .0003 
26-40 5.7 16.4 11.6 48.9 17.4 
41-65 7.5 20.4 11.6 43.5 16.9 
65 & over 23.0 18.0 19.7 31.1 8.2 
Educ: H.S. 9.5 23.3 16.0 39.7 11.5 27.24 .0071 
Some College 6.5 18.1 9.7 47.7 18.1 
College Grad. 6.9 16.3 10.6 51.0 15.1 
Grad. Educ. 4.7 14.8 11.9 47.7 20.9 
Park Res; Camp 6.5 16.5 11.2 47.6 18.2 17.60 .0015 
Lodge 9.1 23.4 14.4 41.6 11.6 
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TABLE 16: Proportions of overnight Yellowstone visitors' responses to Item 10, 
dimensions of fear, compared by categories of significantly related 
variables. 
"If I lived near Yellowstone, I would not want wolves in the Park." 
%AS %A %NO %D %DS X- P.= 
Entire Population 5.0 13.6 17.2 45.0 19.2 NA NA 
Sex: Males 5.2 12.0 17.2 43.2 22.3 10.66 .0306 
Females 4.5 15.7 17.0 47.5 15.3 
Age: 18-25 2.7 12.3 15.8 46.6 22.6 30.30 .0025 
26-40 2.9 11.9 17.9 47.1 20.2 
41-65 6.9 15.6 16.7 42.4 18.3 
65 & over 15.3 16.9 18.5 40.7 8.5 
Residence: U.S. 4.6 14.1 18.8 44.2 18.2 39.08 .0000 
Regional 7.6 3.8 7.6 43.8 37.1 
Wolf areas 8.1 16.1 19.4 48.4 18.1 
Educ: H.S. 7.8 15.6 12.3 52.4 11.9 33.62 .0008 
Some College 3.7 13.9 16.7 42.6 23.1 
College Grad. 3.3 11.9 20.2 45.3 19.3 
Grad. Educ. 4.3 11.2 19.5 40.1 24.9 
Ranch EXD: None 4.6 13.7 18.7 45.6 17.4 16.71 .0333 
1-3 years 3.2 10.4 12.8 49.6 24.0 
> 3 years 7.9 14.7 14.7 38.7 24.1 
Park Res: Camp 4.3 11.3 16.7 47.2 20.6 17.23 .0017 
Lodge 6.6 18.9 18.6 39.9 16.0 
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TABLE 17: Proportions of overnight Yellostone visitors' responses to Item 11, 
dimensions of fear, compared by categories of significantly related 
variables. 
"I am equally afraid of wolves and grizzlies." 
%AS %K %NO m %DS X- P.= 
Entire Population 7.4 27.3 9.3 37.7 18.2 NA NA 
Sex: Males 5.9 23.6 9.7 38.8 22.0 21.81 .0002 
Females 8.8 32.4 8.8 36.7 13.3 
Age: 18-25 6.2 30.3 7.6 26.9 29.0 32.91 .0010 
26-40 6.3 24.3 11.5 41.0 16.9 
41-65 8.0 29.7 7.7 37.9 16.7 
65 Si over 16.4 29.5 6.6 36.1 11.5 
Residence: U.S. 7.4 27.5 9.1 38.7 17.3 18.85 .0157 
Regional 7.7 14.4 9.6 35.6 32.7 
Wolf areas 6.5 30.6 8.1 33.9 21.0 
Educ: H.S. 8.2 29.6 9.4 40.4 12.4 12.44 .4109 
Some College 6.5 25.9 9.3 38.0 20.4 
College Grad. 5.3 27.2 9.5 38.7 19.3 
Grad. Educ. 8.3 25.3 10.5 34.3 21.7 
Park Res: Camp 7.7 24.7 10.2 37.7 19.7 11.81 .0188 
Lodge 6.9 33.5 7.2 37.6 14.7 
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TABLE 18: Proportions of overnight Yellowstone visitors' responses to Item 6, 
ecological dimension, compared by categories of significantly related 
variables. 
"Wolves would help maintain balanced wildlife populations in Yellowstone." 
%AS %A %NO %V %DS X- P.= 
Entire Population 28.7 44.9 19.2 5.4 1.9 NA NA 
Age: 18-25 32.4 35.9 26.9 4.8 0.0 27.93 .0057 
26-40 29.9 45.7 18.8 3.8 1.9 
41-65 28.3 45.9 16.8 6.9 2.1 
65 & over 13.1 54.1 18.0 9.8 4.9 
Educ: H.S. 22.6 49.6 17.7 6.4 3.8 27.57 .0064 
Some College 31.0 45.4 18.5 4.6 0.5 
College Grad. 25.4 48.4 20.9 4.5 0.8 
Grad. Educ. 35.7 37.5 21.3 3.6 1.8 
Residence: U.S. 28.7 44.0 21.1 5.0 1.2 24.96 .0017 
Regional 33.3 44.8 11.4 5.7 4.8 
Wolf areas 14.8 59.0 13.1 8.2 4.9 
Ranch EXD: None 27.8 43.0 21.7 5.9 1.6 22.90 .0035 
1-3 years 41.1 43.5 11.3 2.4 1.6 
> 3 years 25.4 52.3 14.0 5.7 2.6 
Park Res: Camo 31.8 43.9 17.5 4.9 1.9 13.77 .0080 
Lodge 21.3 47.3 22.9 6.6 1.9 
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TABLE 19: Proportions of overnight Yellowstone visitors' responses to Item 7 
ecological dimension, compared by categories of significantly related 
variables. 
"If wolves can't return to Yellowstone on their own, then we should put them back ourselves." 
%AS 2A %NO %D %DS X- P.-
Entire Population 17.3 42.4 20.4 14.3 5.7 NA NA 
Sex: Males 20.0 42.0 19.6 12.4 6.1 10.37 .0345 
Females 13.8 43.0 21.4 16.8 5.0 
Age: 18-25 19.3 38.6 24.1 13.1 4.8 25.16 .0141 
26-40 18.0 45.4 18.6 13.6 4.4 
41-65 17.1 42.1 19.2 15.5 6.1 
65 & over 8.2 29.5 32.8 14.8 14.8 
Park Res: Camo 18.5 42.6 21.3 12.3 5.4 10.25 .0364 
Lodge 14.5 42.0 18.3 18.9 6.3 
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